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c~~- I 

INT,RCB:>UCT ION 

I.l Cittes cone into existence as produ::ts of ana as focal 

points in the social and ec:omm1c life of people that has 
• 

~ached a certain stage of development. Cities are not physi

cal"-, social or economic entities. 'l'hey carmot be fully under

stood by reference only to _:the 1r arbitrarily def :lned adm:ln is

trative areas. 'l'bey have to be· :interpreted as an organic 

part of a social groqp.l 

Cities Cb not produce tteir own food; milk', . vegetables 

or raw materials and in DDst cases_the labour to run their 

services and pxoducU!g units. lt is ~e surromding area -----· which is the soiu:ce of these esse.ntial requirements of the 

city. 'l'he surromding areas 1n turn derive several benefits 

from the city. 'l'he city provides services l:lke scmols, hospi

tals, entertainment ~c. to the .POPulat:lon of the surz:omding 

area.· 'l'hus 1re find that both city and its surmunding area 

are inter-connected, coherent and single organic wmle. 

Modern comnunications have enabled town and city greatly 

to extend the range of their serv:ices and at the same tille 

1. M. AuroWJseau, t-Reeent Contr1butJons to urban Geography•, 
Geogrfthical·aevi§W, Vol. XJX, 1934, 
P.P• 44 - 455. 
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• 

have afforded the surmundtng populat:lon rrore direct and inme

diate contacts with urban life and institutions. Further JtDre 

tb.e're bas been a great· increase 1D the number of centralisecl · 

servic:es Which by .their very nature find their locus 1n towns. 

'l'hus the increasing range of urbaa services and the increasing 

directness of relat:lons between town and surJ:Ounding territory 

have contributed to tba developnent of the territorial compact.. 

l).ess of our ec:onom:l.c and social life. The areas surJ:Ound1ng 

tba city contains a population wh:l.ch is rather closely inte

grated w1 tb the city economically and socially. 

'l'he area, linked socially and eoonom:lc~lll'"._to a town_ or 

city has been given var:lous nanes. A.E. Smailes has coined 

tbe grctphic. expression "urban Field" drawing an analogy from 

tha study of magnetism.2 'l'he conpar1son is not exact since 

the relations betweEil towns and their surroundings Cb not APII , 

rate witb the regularity of a physical law. other similar 

e~res'km like •sphere Qf l:nfluence•, "2Dne of lhfluence", 

are s~~d to s~k of. PQ11t1Qal flawur. Synonynv.J like •umlcmd• 

"'l'ributary Area n, "Catchment Area~, "Service Area", "Economic 

R~ion" and UC1ty Reg;lon• have also been used although they 
3 

are not without difficulty. F.L.w. Green prefers the ~e of 

the German term "H.titt:erland" as refering to an area beyond or 

behmd the city l:fmits. 

2. A.E. Smailes, •'l'b.ct Analysis and Delimitat:fon of Urban 
Fields", Geo91i!m!!Y, Vol. 31.- 32, 1946-47, 
PP• 152-161 •.. 

3 .• F .L.w. GreEil, •tirban Hinterlclnds iJi England aftd wales I An 
analysis of bus services• • Geographical 
Journal, Vol. L16, 1950, PP• 64-68· 
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The city h:lnterland is atonce a territorial unit of 

fluid boundaries and a network of Iuman relat~nships which 

may be called its social structure. Heterogeneous, censtantly 

changing, fragnJmted, it presents a DDsaie of social worlds 

arranged spatially :In an often confused and seemingly incom

parable pattern. H) two city h.interlallds are ident.:loal in 

their patt:em. Each has it~ own mique characteristics. In 
• 

one the sub ur~ may be entirely residential, in another they 

ney contain a substantial number of .industrial satellites. 

De~pite this miqueness specific to each city hinterland, they 

haw enough s:Lmilaritie!:J to permit soma generalisations. This 

uniqueness and generality of city hinterlands and the fluid 

nature of their boundaries and relationships make it 1.zr\peratiw 

to study a large number of individual cities at different 

po:lnts of times. A conparison of a large number of such stu

dies may llal.p ia inferrmg inductively generic concepts a1te·W. • 

city-hinterland relationship. 

J:.2 Relevance ··of ·city-Hinterland Studies. a 

A knowledge of city-hinterland relationships is neeaea 

to influence the course of future urbanisation through pol:lcy. 

Besides, the _analysis of the hmterlands of rretropolitan cities 

bas ilnPlications for tlla general study of regional geography. 4 

Janes, a. Johnson, Urban G·eoSifaehy ·a An ··Introductory 
~~~ ~Pregamn Press, 1973), 
PP• 87. 
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I.3 Some Stu§ies in the Past on CitY-hinterland Relationsb;lp 

City-hinterland has been an actiw field of res~rch for 

sone time past. A substantial literature continues to be built 

up around th:fs topic attesting to the fascination of the prob-

lem. 

'l'he first problem confratted in city-hinterland studies 
• 

1s of def 1n1Dg and delimiting the boundary of the hinterland. 

Var.:lous met1xu3s have been developed for delimiting the hinter

land of cities not only in foreign ~ountries but also in our 

countJ:y. Por delimiting the urban field of Ballynena, A.E. 

Sne.il.es5 depenc.'led QPOn such features as tis area served by buses 

leaving the_;tQwn after 9 P.M., the region in which the local 

weekly newspaper circulated· as well as the tributary area of 

tb! town,•s shops and. secortdary scmols. , Howard L. Green 6 has 

used da:ta_onn transportation ( tru:k, rail, road, ship etc.~ 'oe: . 

delimiting the h:lnterland boundaries of New York city and Boston 
., \ 

In lhdia Prof. R.L. Singh was the first geographer to 

ventw:'e in th~ fiel(l. He has followed the enpirioal method 

used by European Geographers for delimiting the h~terland of 

Benares7 • He used the data on the flow of vegetables, milk 

5. A.E. Smailes, 

. ~ - -- - . -. . . 

••ahLGeggraphy of Towns•, (Hutchinson 
-Uniwrsi~ Libr~, l970), PP• 145. 

6. Howard L. Green, •Hint.erl~d boundar:les of- New York and 
Boston in Southern New England•, Econondo 

_GeographY, XXI, 19SS, PP• ~283-300. 

7. R.L. Singh, 'Benares ' A Study 1n Ur'ban Geography', 
(N.G.s.~., 1955) • PP• 116. 



etc. and drew a number of flow diagrams to srow the l:lnkages 

betweEil the -nodal city and the umland. ·Total uml.and was deriveCl 

by suP&rinpo~:lng one flow map over t'le other. He maintained 

this technique even in his latter work on Bangalore.8 

On similar ):)asis, Manzoor A~ in his study of .Metropoli

tan Hyderabad, has used such diverse indices as newspaper cir

culat:lon, d:lstribut1on of resident university students, regional 

accessibility and sqpply zones of su:h essential COlTIII)dities 

as vegetables, milk and fruit.· Besides these indices which he 

called princ:fpal elenents, be has· used reflective elements such 

as density of population, sex ratio, non agricultural workers_, 

electric consunpt~n etc. to demarcate the hmterland. lh his 

study, the distribution pattern of reflectiw elenents largely 

cohf irmed the trend of development indicated by the dtstr ibution 

of princtpal elenents. -
Fxom a study of rur.al settlenents around l'oona and Madras, 

within a radius of 15 miles, Gananathan10 found that, the rut'Ell 

settlement~ which feel tile urban pull can be considered of two 

types - A and B. The A type settlenents which were constantly 

8. R.L. Singh, 'Bangalore ~- Jgi U£ban SurY!Y·', (N.G.S.I., 
1964J, pp. 83. 

9 • Shah ~zoor Alam, 'Metropolitan Hyderabad 1 Its Pa.ttem 
of regional influence and del-imitation 
of its planning ar~af;, cerisl.ts Centenary 
M:>nograph No. 7 - 1971, Economie...a!l.9 
Socio Cultm;:al Dimensiqps of RegJonali
sat:ion, -pp. 117-~43. 

10. v.s. Gananathan, "Some ASpects.of Rural_-Urban Relationship 
in llldia", Dldian Geographer, Vol. lY, 
Dec., 1959, R:>. 2, PP• 29::36. 
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and continuously in touch with the b:f.g city because of their 

greater proximity to the city or due to their location on lines 

of conmunication bad good residential muses and better infra

structural facilities. 'l'he B type of settlenents whichwe:re 

farther away frcm the city had poor quality huts and lack of 

infrastructural facilities. He also observed that the people 

of A type settlenents developed an inferiority conplex towardS 

the city dweller partly because of tleir econom:ic dependence 

o~ city dweller and partly due to an unbalanced sense of values. 

The people of the B type settlenents on the other hand possessed 

greater confidEilce in themselves because their economywd.s nore 

independent of the city than the economy of tJ:e A type settle-

ments. 

Follow_ing R_.L •. Singh's method,_ Ujagir ~Jngh11 delimited 

the uml.and of Allaha~d by taking different. service 20nes lJk.Cl 

daily newspaper circulation zone, milk and vegetables sqpply 

zones, catchnent area of high scmols etc. 

12 
A.B. Mukerj i · studie.t the f«»dinagar.•s relationship witb 

the surrounding area under three main categories - social, 

economic and cultJ)ral. Assuming 'that the symbiot:l.c relat:ionsbip 

betweEn town and country side is economic in nature, he took 

as many as 6 linkages under econom1c category - milk supply, 

--i 

11. Ujagir Singh, 

12. 

"unlland of Alr'f:~d"-, N.G.J•r•, Vol. VII, 
Jart: _J:,_Mlrc 96 , ~PP• 37-5 • 

"The- omlaiid of M:>dmagar•, N .a .J • :r., 
Part 3 and 4:, 1962, PP• 256-269. 
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vegetable sl®ly, foodgrain supply, bus service, rickshaw 

service and bank:(.ng service. under the social category were 

five l:lnkages edu:ational, tcspital, drug sale, police and 

conmunication. tllder cultural category were two l:lnkages c mena 

and newspaper circulat1on. He found that the trade areas based 

on the above thirteen l:lnkages vary from one aiX)tber in shape 

and size. The traae area based on rickshaw service was the 
• 

largest of all while ~the smallest was based on the su.J;ply of 

m:Llk. '.On the };)asis of newspaper circulation there was no UmlanCl 

This, he concl~ded indicated huge lacuna in the cultural life 

of ~dinagar tJ'ml.and and also the illiteracy of the 'Umland 

population. 

I<.R. Dikshit
13

, in a case study of the hinterland of 

Poena, illustrated the built in hierarchy of nono,_functional 

hmterlands around tbe core city. Secondly he tested the ·--validity of certain popu~lation attributes to delienate the 

hinterland. His study showed that the spatial variations in 

population attributes md1cated a trend only upto a few ndles 

from the city and beyond that there was no gradient and the 

lanescape became m::>notonous ly rural. 

Gopalakrisman14 used 15 criterion to examine the wrying 

intensity of functional relationships betweEil Chandigarh and 

13. I<.R. Dikshit, '"Hinterland as a region - J:ts type, hierarchy 
demarcation and characteristics - illustrate 
in a case study of the hinterland of Poena", 

:_ _, ·. N.G.J.J:._, XN, Part J:, March 1968, pp~ 1-22. 

· 14. Gopa.lakrislman, IC., "umland of Planned City - qhandigarJl" 
N.G.J.J:., Vol~, Part I, M:trch 1970, 

·pp. 36 •. 
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various zones of its hinterland. While conducting the study 

it was found that a hierarch¥ qf service ce~tres existed withil'l 

the t1mland of Chandigarh. Though the service centres higher 

on the order of hierarcb;y generally bad larger population, yet 

there was no necessary correlation between functional status 

and size of population of various service centres. Mlreover 

as services centre went down :In hierarcb;y, the <variety of 
• 

functions ~rformed by it decreased successively. The var:Jous 

serv:k:e centres blwever did not mke any discernible pattern 
15 

in ~ir d:l.stribut~n. Bansal's study on Saharanpur city 

also belongs to this genre. 

R.L. Singh •s studies _and tb:>se o.f other !brth Indian Cities 

by his students just discussed, deal with each city as a unique 

entity making COI\1PSrability on a nation wide basis nore diffi

cult. Moreover· dependence on personal observation and survey --
for· each spec if 1c cas~ bas not resulted in the development of 

a widely applicable metlDd. 

A departure from this met~d has been made by .Mahadev and . 
Jeyasankar16 ; who have used a mathematical nDdel· for the del~-

mitation of tbe potential hinterland of Mysore city. 7n their 

15. s.c. Bansal, "Ts>..lm..-counm,.Relat1oru!h:l.p~ .m· Saharanpur 
City Reg:ion 1 A study r rural-urban iliter
decdenc.!_EtobJ.eiD!", sanjeev PraiGishan, 
Sa aranpur, -~ 97 sr, pp. l, 71 • 

16. P.D. Mahadev and D.c. Jeyasankar, "Concept of a city Region• 
An ApProach with a case study", Indian 
Geographical Joumal, XL1V, 1969 ;---
PP• 15-25. 
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n-odel they have IfDdif ied the sinple and well known gravitat.io

nal n-odel of Newton. underlying the mdel is tbe basic assUII\P

tion that the amunt of interaction between t1«> cities is 

directly proport:lonal tothe number of people living in those 

cities and inversely pxoport.ional to the intervening distance. 

They have demnstrated the operat.ion of the n:odel by delimit

ing the tl'mla.nd of Mysore and have sUggested that further 
• 

refinement can be made by transforming the population and 

distance data using appropriate ~ightages for incone, goods .. 

produced etc. in the place of populat.ion. 

Bradnock17 used regress.ion analysis and trend ~urface 

analysis to delienate ·the hinterland. His study has slxnm 

that population density and certain economic factors vary in 

a ~gular manner with increasing distance from sene south 

Indian cities •. - .. 
R.s. J?ixit18 delienated nine functional zones around 

tompur city on the basis of~flows of goods and services. 

These nine linkages were not only tmse with which the city 

served the hinterland surrounding it but also included those 

with which the latter served the former. Thereafter .twenty 

17 • R.w. Bradnock, The HinterlandS of Madras and Bangalore, 
Indian Geoqraphical JOurnal, XLIV, June 

~:1974, Nc). 1, PP• 10-16. _ ·~ 

18. R.s. Dixit, 'On the Delimitation_.of a Metrapolis 
Kanpur - A ease study' , National Geographer, 
Vbl. XII, NO. 1, June 1977, PP•. 77-92. 
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0 
four radials diverging from Kanpur at 15 interval were drawn 

on the superinijlosed nap _of nine fUnctional zones. The median 

value of each radial cutting the different limits of various 

zones were found out and the points thus located were joined 

seril!llly. The region thus emerged was _the median Umland of 

Kanpur. This erqpir:lcal uml~d was further tested against 

Gravity nDdel Umland and fotmd that both resembled each other 
• 

closely. 

~ck of accurate data on co~dity flows particularly 

in· llldian context and the hiqh cost and time :involved in 

collecting such data, have m!de geographers to tap other 

so~es of data for city - hinterland analysis. For instance, 

Ellefesen19 atte~ed to study urban impact inferentially 

from averaged population data -for five major city hinterlands. 

Using indices of economic structure for the population in 

villages within 15 miles of the cities studied, he deduced 

patterns and strengths of urban influence from the distribut

ion of population with urban characteristics. He found 

steep lapse rates of these urban characteristics signifying 

rapidly declining urban :influence not only by straight line 

distance away from the city but also· by an alternative measure 

of differential accessibility. 

-----------------------------------------------------------
19. Richard A. Ellefesan, •city Hinterland Re~ationshiPs in 

lhdia with special reference t,o the 
hinterla~ds of·· Bombay, Dellii, Madras 
Hyderabad and Baroda • j Roy Turner 
ed., J:ndia •s urban Future, (Oxford 
Ubi versity Press, Bombay) , g;>. 94. 
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Nangia20 has used gradient analysis techni~es to focus 

attention on the changes in the denDgraphic structure of 

hinterland populatiol). with increasing distance from Delhi 

Metropolis. She measured the distance decay function by 

fitting out both linear and non l:lnear curves - l:lnear, pareto, 

exponential· and log normal curves - to data on populatwn 

density, relative change in population density, population 
• 

growth; sex ratio and share of non agrj,(:ultural workers in 

the total work:l.ng force. Her exercise has sb:>wn that diffe

rent variables have diffee@nt gradient pattems. Berry21 

explored the relationship. betweEQ central place theory and 

metropolitan region • Settlements around large metropolis 

develop unique functional attributes as dormitory towns or 

satellite towns. This process often leads to distortion in 

the spatial structure of settlement hierarchy. He studied 

the Metropolis Seattle and found functwnal inibalance and 

progressive special~ation of the business p~ttem with:ln 

the Metropolitan conmunity. He also noted that with brproved 

accessibility the metropolis and higher order settlenents 

usurped the functi~lls of lower order settlemmts arotmd them. 

A few works in lhdian context may be referred to :ln this 

20 .. s. Nangia, • eg:lon -.....A.~in 
~tlenent Geogr~r, (Rajesh Publications, 
New Delhi) , . _ . . · 

21. s.J.L. Berry, 'Tbe Inpact of E~anding MetropOlitan 
Community t.p)n the Central Place H 1erarchy, 
~' Vol. 50, June 1960, P.P• 112-116. 
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connection. Harikesh N. Mishra22 studied the hierarchy of 

towns in the UDlland of Allahabad and came to the conclusion 

that the spatial arrangenent of towns based on hiere1rchy is 

neit}lE)r ideal nor balanced with:ln the uml.and of Allahabad 

and suggested a renod.elling of the hierarchy :with regular 

order of spatial relationshiP• Ranesh Chander _Tyagi23 after 

exam:lning the existing structure of settlenent hierarchy and 
• 

the location of different orders of sf!ttlenents in the Delhi 

Na:t.Jonal Cap1,.tal Reg:IDn, bas suggested the plantJng of a few 

nore growth centres there. 

24 
Bryn_~s , article discusses the analytical awroaches 

enployed by various disc:l,plines :In the study of Metropolitan 

reg1on, in order to point up a strategy for re~earch to test 

adequately the conceptual baSes. l:t alsO examines in great 

depth certaizl problems of· definition and data sources. 

22. Ha.rikesh N. Mishra, 
/ 

Hierarchy of Towns in the tnnland 
of Allahabad, Decan Geogrgphe£, 
1976, Vol. XlV, PP• §! .... 6. 

23. Ramesh Chander Tyagi, 'IDeation of a _Hj,erarehy of 
C~ntres ,in the ~tional Ccu>ital 
Region •, ( Ubpublished Ph.D. thesis 
submitted to.Meerut university). 
- .. ·-

24. Bryn Greer Wootten, "Metropol~tan Reg~onal Analysis .. 
Progres§ in ·Geography, Vol. 4, 
International Review of Current 
Research, Edward Arnold, 197 • 
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Veerandra Nath•s25 article contains a lucid exposition 
' of the concept of umland and also the reg.:lonal relations of 

the towns. It also critically examines the various attell'!Pts 

at regional delimitation pointing out the difficulties asso

ciated with boundaries drawn for var1Gus functions and with 

research designs. 

H.N. Mis~ra•s26 paper reviews the current concept of 

tnnl.and and suggests alternate netrods wbich can be used for 

delineating the urnl.and in a~~variety of urban situations with 

particular refe;enoe to lhdia. 

z.4 Scope aps Objectives of tfie Present Study 

( The present study is frankly exploratory and limited 

; in scope. ~cause of the constraints of tJme and noney, no 
' 

atteitpt bas been made to collect, through field work, infor

mation on the flow of comnDdities and passengers between city 

and hmterland. The study is rather confined to _secondary 

(lata on population published by the Census. It is rna 1nly a 

cross sectional study restricted to one point of time. 'l'he 

objective is to study in outline the inpact of the city on 

the hinterland population and infrastructural facilities and 

25. Veerandra Nath, "Tbe Concept of umland and its delimi
tation",· Pecan GeogrephQ.r, Vol. 1, No.1, 

_ !l"Uly 1962, PP• 33 ... 4. 

26. H.N. Mishra, NomencJ.8ture and deiimitation of the OOand -
An Appraisal - Indian· GeograPhical ·Journal, 
XLV I, pp • 16-23. 
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resultamt spatial pa.tt~ns. Thus the wmle _problem is looked 

at f mm the viewpoint of a geographer. l:t is mt .intended 

in the present study to present a conplete analysis of diffe

rent aspects of city hinterland relationship ImJ:h less to 

offer any solution as it would be grossly underestimating the 

involved conplexity. 

z.s Methoc:Dlogy 

The major areas of attention in this methodology are 

given here. 

Methodology related to the handl:lng of qata and areal··- qni1; 
for analysis a 

When the project was conceived. the first question posed 

before us was what __ are the boundaries of a city hinterland. 

').'herefore our first task was to delimit the hinterland. An 

analysis of the taluk level; data within a radius of 100 miles 

on population smwed us that the urban influence. of Madras 

Metropolis extends ~ a radial distance of 30 miles from 

the c:Lty centre. A map of the Madr~ city with $urrounding 

taluks was pr~pared. All the settlenents lying at 30 mile 

distance from the city centre were marked on the map and tb! 

boundary of the h:lnterlang was drawn connecting all these 

settlenents. Since Madras is a coastal city1 its hmterland 

so carved out was semi circular in shape. 

Metoodology related to the understanding of city hin;Sterland 
relat:Jonship 

Once the hinterland was delimited, the next problem was 
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to assess the strength of ·ties between city and hinterland. 

Concentric zone mdel of spatial structure was used for the 

purpose. Tle analysis consisted of dividing the city hinter

land into concentric semi circles and COII\Pute the average 

values ~or selected variables for each arc. The analysis 

showed that the influence of metropolis over surrounding 

settlements .tends to decrease with distance outward. This 

gradient pattern of city's influence was illustrated by a 

series of statistics.,. deiiDgraphic, social, economic and infra

structural profiles. 

The arbitrary concentr.ic circle was found useful for 

purposes of comparison of~successive distance zones. It 

may bowewr conceal much in th~ difference remaining hidden 

within each of the zones. :r:t · is known that individual 

sett le~nts in the hinter land of a large metropolis differ 

from one a.t10ther .1n their relationship with the metropolis. 

Therefore the next area of attention in this study was to 

investigate tbe manner and extent of relations~ of each 

of the settlenents :tn the h:lnterland to Mldras city as ~11 

as tQ other settlements within the hinterland. The functional 

relationshiP of a settlement to other settlements was deter

m:lned by taking :Into consideration all the central funct.io:ns 

that it performs like edtJ.Cation, health, communication an4 

so forth. On the basis of chosen :lndicat.Qrs, a corqposite 

index was constructed to identify the hierarchical pattern of 

settlements and their classification :Into totally dependent 
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settlements, dependent settlements partially dependent settle. 

ments and service centres. 

Use of Theo·retical f.bdels 1 

'27 
Using the Nelson.•s metmd 1 a functional classification 

of service centres was made and their functional specialisat

ion was linJted qp with the influence of the metropolis. 

Within the conceptual framework of· ChristaUer,•s Central 

Place theory, tbe location, size and spacing of service 

centres of different orders were analysed and the ~ct of 

metropolis on their spatial pattern assessed. 

use of Statistical·and ·cartograPhic Methods a 

Various statistical and cartographic techniques }¥1ve 

bean applied for ·the analysis of the data. Rank-size rule, 

correlat:lon and regression analysis, analysis of variance, 

standard deviation teclmique, spac1ll.g index, near neighbour 

technique, ?!hiessen Polygons are some of the teclmiques used 

in the study. Detailed accoWlt of these techniques with 

their a,R)licat:lons are given in the text as foot notes. 

I.6 SOurces of pata and Maps 

The secondary data relat:lng to populat:fon and ocC\U)at:ion 

27. Howard, J. Nelson, "A- Service Classif !cation of 
American Cities•, Economic Geography, 
Vol. 31, 1955, P.P• 189-210. 
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have been colleQted from tb:l District Census Hand_ Books of 

relevant di$tricts publishe(l by the census of India. Data 

regarding several infrastructural facilities like scb)ols and 

mspitals have beE11 collected from Town and Village Director

ies brought out fer every District by the Census of India. 
- \ ~ 

The base map mam~y the physical map has been ·traced 
• 

from the survey' of I.ndia relevant topographical sheets on 

one inch to sixteen miles scale. The Taluk naps showing the . . . 

location of settlenents ~e obta~ed from the o~fice of the 

pirector of Census qperations, Ma.d~s, on one inch to one 

m:Lle scale and reduced to their present size. 

1.7 Plan of ·the Thesis 

_Chapter I of the thesis ;U; introductory in nature. The 

first part of the chapter poses the problem of city-hinterlalc 
.._--~- "\. - . 

relat:l.ons~ in geographical perspective. The latter part 

of the chapter is devoted to the understanding of the phys:fcal 

franework of the region where Madras city is located. A 

brief history of Madras city is given highlighting its primate 

nature around the surrounding area. 

Ch9-pter II deals with the problem of delimiting the 

Madras city hinterland. 

Chapter Ill'contains an analysis of interdependence 

between city and h:lnterland. It is divided into five parts. 
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under part I Demgraph:fc aspects are discussed. In part 

II social aspects are qealt with. Part III studies economic 

aspects while part JY is devoted to social amenities. Part 

V sums up the inter-relationships and identifies in the 

h:lnterlands three broad zones on the basis of the intensity 

range of their response to city•s itafluence. 

Cha,ptet' JY is devoted to the determination of centrality 

and hierarchy of~ settlements and the ilrpact of cdty on the 

hierarchical structure. It also deals with functional classi

ficatio~ of settlements designated as service centres, high

lighting the possible effects of city on their functional 

specialisation. 

Cbapter V examines the spatial patterns of settlenents 

hierarchy and searches for uniqueness in their locatJon and 

spacing in a metropolitan setting. 

F:lnally chapter VI gives a summary of the observations 

made in the text and general conclusions derived from this 

study. 

I.a Maarss city and ~its H:ll1terland--; Phys:fcal and· 
Cultural Setting 

The city of Ma~Qras is situated on the east ·Co.ast in 
0 0 

J..aj:itude 13 N:>rth anq longitude 80 15 • East. It is an 

~rtant port on the east coast. 
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The climate of ME!dras city and its hinterland is essen

tially tropical. _l:t :is, b:>wever, mre equable' than the 

cl:lmate of North India, sumners being less lx>t and winters 
0 

·less cold. The maximum tetqperature hardly exceeds 110 F 
• • 0 

(43 C) and the minimum sel<bm falls below 65 F ( 18 C) • The 

climate of Madras is determ:ined by its configuration and 

situation aJ:; well as relief and proximity to the sea. For 

oost part of the year it is exposed to the full blast of 

the mnsoon. But the hinterland as a wmle receives lll)St 

of the rain :1n C:Ctober through December. 28 The annual rain

fall is 40 11 - 45" (1016- 1143 nm). 

The city of Madras has eme~ged as the fourth biggest 

city in the country. Strictly speaking its site has no 

advantages whatever ~ept that its position midway between 

Penner _and Ponnaiar · probably counts for soneth:lng. 29 About 

300 years ago. whm the site at Madras was cb:>sen as a 

settlement by the British ~aders, it was nothing mre than 

a tiny village. From f.Ul obscure hamlet, the city expanded 

with the Fort St. George as the nucleus and it has now grown 

as an important netropolis. From a population of 4 lakbs :1n 

1871, it bas grown to such a size as to acoonmodate about 

28. Census -of lhdia, 1961, General Report; Tamil 
Naau 

29. O.H.K. Spate, India, Pakistan and Cevlgtc The Regions 
(Methune & Co. Ltd., London, 1972) , 
PP• 745. 
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25 lakhs in 1971· During this century, the highest decadal 

growth was during .1941-51 with an .increase of 65.3%. In this 

decade, the limits of the city was extended from 30 sq. miles 
I 

to about 50 sq. miles. The city limit bas not been extended 

after this. 

The growth of the city in the first stage was due to 

the conmereia1 activities of the English. The opening of a 

port, the establishment of a spinning and weaving mill ( Binny) , 

light and __ .medium engineering :Industries and the electrification 

of the sub-urban rai<J.way tract encouraged the industrial 

growth. Besid~s, a large number of ~ducat.tonal, institutional 

and technical institutions were established. '1'he F i~ Year 

Plans also brought about the establishment of soma ~rtant 

large seal~ 1ndustrial ventures like tbe lhte~al CQach Factory 

(l.C'.F), Hindustan Teleprinters, Surgical Tools_ Factory etc. 

The city be 1ng t~ adm:tn 1st!;' at 1 ve headquarter of the State of 

Tamil Nadu also influenced the economic growth of the citY• 

The city is rectangular in shape. Roads coming from 

outlying places con~rge at the po.:lnt· known as Parry's corner 

lying between port and fort. The south Be~ch road along the 

QOast, M:>unt Road, PoonamaUee High Road branch off fro~_n this 

pomt. The ~ailway lines a~ converge somewhere near this 

point. As Madras grew in inportance, it started growing along 

these radial roads and • railway lines and in this proQess 1 the 

city engulfed the nearby villages of Chepauk, Triplicane 1 
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Mylapore, Teynanpet and Perambur. Thus the city has tended 

to grow all around except the east. 

Chin_a Bazar and !bunt Road ·continue to be the chief 

places for smpping and enterta.innent, though each major 

residential locality has developed its own smpping centre. 

As tle pity could not acooJllll)date new industrial· units,. 

satellite towns like Avadi, Ambathur, Tiruvotiyur etc. have 

come qp around the city. 

I.9 Primate Nature..,2LMadras city in the surrounding AJ;ea 

The rank-siZe rule is an enpirical regularity found in 

the urban system-of many countries of the world. When rank

size rule~0 ~is applied to Madras city and other t9wns located 

within 100 mile radial distance fmm it, Madras emerges as 

a primate ·city. Table I.l gives the results of the applicat:IDr 

of rank-size rules. 

Table. I.l shows that the second ~anldng t9wn Vellore 

and the third ranking town Nellore have just one-eighteenth 

population of the first ranldng city Madras whereas they are 

------------------~--------------------------------------
30. The rank ,size1 rule relationship can be expressed as 

Pn = P1 (n)- where P is the population of the nth 
town in the series 1,~,3, •••••••••••• n in which all 

· towns in a region are arranged ~ descending order by 
population and P1 is the. population of the largest 
town (Primate city). Ref. Peter Hagget -. Locat:IDnal 
Analysis in Human Geography (Edward Amold, 1971) 
PP• 101. 
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TABLE - I.1 

DISS 
307.12095482 

Sa495 St 

II I II II II I II II I I 111111111 
TH153 

~--------~----) 

Applicati.Qn of the Rapk-size Rule to all C1ass 
I & II Towns within 100 Mile Radial Distance 

, Nane of c ityjtown Rank of popu- Actual popu- Pmportion of 
lation size lation size population to 

that of first 
ranking c·ity 
(Madras) 

Madras 1 2,469,449 1 

VeUore 2 139,082 1/18 

NelJ;ore 3 3733 ,59() 1/18 

Kanchipuram .4 110,657 1/22 

Cuddalore 5 101,33S 1/2. 

Pondicherry 6 90,637 1/27 

Tb.irurotiyur 7 82,853 1/30 

Avadi ·· 8 77,413 1/32 

Tir_upathy 9 65,843 1/37 

Alandur 10 65.039 1/38 

Chittoor 11 63.035 ·1/39 

Thiruvannama.lai 12 61,370 1/40 

Vil:J:.u,puram . 13 60.242 1/41 

Tanibaram 14 58.805 1/42 

Ambur 15 _54,011 1/45 

Pallavapuram 16 51,374 1/48 

~IS> '"'-- \S3 
Y, '33ii :7.44 II rN7 -LS 

.. 
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e~ec:ted to have atleast half and one third respectively of 

the population of Madras city. The population size of other 

towns 1s also much lower than what is expected by rank size 

rule. All these point out the primate nature of Madras city 

around hundred miles. 
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CHAPrER - J:I 

DELIMn'ATION CF CITY -HINTERLAND OF MADR,AS 

II.l Criteria aibP'ted for hinterland delimit§:ion 
., 
f·_' ,, 

The pur.Ppse of t11:ls chapter ·is to define and delimit 
t\ 

the hinterland boundary of Madras city. Ideally, the mst 
\ 

. ! 

izqportan~ metropolitan functions should .be chosen as measures. 

lh practice,- b:>wever, this i~ jmpossible because of lack of 

data. In the western countries DDre conprehensive data on 

many characteristics both eC9nomic and deDDgraph.ic aspects 

are available e.g. volume of trade _retail and whQle sale, 

newspaper circulation etc. ~fortunately in India, such data 
' 

are not available. So one bas to satisfy himself with census 

data on populat:loi_l •. The rationale behind using population 

data for delimiting hinterland is that, in Jl1)dem sociaty 

the metropolis has, tended more and nnre to control the condi

tions of life. o~ ~be population in the areas sur:r:ounding the 

metropolis. If this hypothesis be true, then the surrounding 

or hinterland population should ·be spatially organised atleast 

loosely with reference to metropolis. This organization should 
., 

manifest itself iri ~ series of gradients in the characteris-

tics with reference;to spatial distance from the metropolis.! 

1. T.R. Anderson and.Jane cOlliE>.r; "Metropolitan dominance, 
· and:the Rural Hinterland", Rural Sociology, 

vol. 21, 1956, PP• 34 - 47• 
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That is, the urban :Influence must decrease with distance. 

A short coming of this method in using populat:ion data alone 

is that it indicates m:u:e of hinterland's reaction to urban 
i 

influence than its economic . interdependence on' the city • 
• 

In this study, }:IC)pulation data are used to delimit the 

hinterland boundary of Madras city reg:IDn. The denDgraphic 

characteristics enployed, each measures a different aspect of 

urbanisat:ton. The following population/characteristics are 

chosen as they are considered IIDre reliable indicators of the 

degree of urban influence on the hinterland. 

1. Sex Ratio 

2. (a) Ma~e p.articipa.t:ion rate in labour force 

(b) _ Female participc;tt.:ion rate· in. labour force 

3. Pro port .ion of agricultural workers in the working 
force ' 

• , 4. Density of population 

5. Proportion of urban populat:lon 

6. (a) Mal.~ literacy rate 

(b) Female literacy rate 

While the first tbree :Indicators are negatively related 

to urbanisation, the latter tbree are positively related • 

. 7n IIDSt of the studies :using population data for hinter

land delimitation, it is found that the boundary was fixed at 

the place wher~ the value of the chosen indicators say density 
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of population equalled the rural density of the country or 

state. The resulting h:lnterland is alway~ small in areal 

extent. For _inst~c~ 1n the study of Ellefsen2 , tle h:fnter

lands of lhdian cities extended outward frQm the city not mre 

than fifteen miles. This has made observers to say that in 

lhdia nDdernisation stops at the edge of the city. This con-

cept seems tq emerl.le from two not so well conceived not ions. 

1. ln India, a large n\Uti:)er of villages in the inter :for 

remain tied to a barter economy and do not receive any :lnfluenc• 

~rom the city. They ne.ke a world by themselves and therefore 

cannot be :included in any hinterland. 

2. The small areal extent of the Indian city hinterland 

so imagined is attributable to the stage of the developnent 

of the country. .Jh other words, a city hinterland 1n · Jhdia 

has to be very small because of a ·low level of economic deve

lopnent. 

This QOtion is mtenable. The villages in Dldia1 though 

least urbanised or not at all urban.:lsed and apparently isolated, 

always look to one city or the other for tb9 s~ly of certain 

essential non agricultural coil'IIIDdities and certain services. 

2. Richard A. Ellefesen, City. hinterland re~t:fonships in 
lhdia with special reference tQ. the 
hinterl~ds of Bombay, Delhi, Mad
ras,_ Hyderabad and Baroda, lhdias 
tZrban_;.luture, Ray Turner ( ed.) 
(OXford university Press, Bombay) , 
PP• 94. 
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Such a village may not be directly linked with the city but 

they operate the economy through small market centres lcx:ated 

at different levels of hierarchy. The rural-ur~ relation

ship may not be very conspicuous in India, yet it bas an 

•unquestionable existence. 
• 

We have therefore chosen a slightly different cut _off 

point for fixing the hmterland boundary. lhstead of fixing 

the hinterland boundary at the zone where urbanization :index 

equals state or national average, we have fixed the boundary 

at the zone where the city's influence is fully worked out in 

all directions and the .index reaches the lowest ebb. Beyond 

this zone, the urbanisation JJ\dex will show a reversal of the 

trend. This we assune to be the result of the conpetition 

offereQ by other urban centres in the neighbourhood. There

fore, the areas lying in this zone and beyond will belong to 

the hinterland of these conpeting urban centres. 

F<;>r the purpose of our analysis, the Madras city and 

the area surJ:Ounding it over a radial distance of 100 miles 

was taken into consideration. The study is based on $econdary 

data from the_ Geaeral Population Tables published by t}e 

Cens~ of India for 1971 for the State of Tamil Nadu and 

Andlu:a Pradesh and the union Territory of Pondicherry. Taluk 

was taken as the unit of observation. 

' Madras city and the area surJ:Ounding it was divided 

into eight concentric zones. The city of Madras forms the 
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first zone. Table II.l shows the radial distance of each 

zone, and the number arid tbe name of taluks coming tmder each 

of the zones. In IIDst cases, the taluk boundary cuts acros_s 

mre than one zone. lh. all the$e cases, the taluk was assig

ned to that zone where greater part of the taluk is lying. 

The selected urbanisation indices based on taluk level 
. 

<lata are given zonf! wise in Table II.2. In ·each column of 

the table, a dash is marked where the urbanisat:lon index 

shows a reversal of the trend. 

II.3 Results of Apalysis 

A significant gradient relationship was discovered in 

the successive concentric zones. The negative indices of 

urbanisation i.e. sex ratio, participation rates in the labour 

force and proportion of agricultural workers :In the working 

force show an \U)W'ard· trend with increasing distance from 

city centre t.U>to first four zones and in the case of sex 

rat;io, this trend is noticed even upto first six zones. There

after the value of indices fluctuate between one zone and 

another. 

The positive .:indices i.e. density of population, propor

tion of urban population and literacy consistently decline 

upto four zones and beyond this zone their yalues also fluc

tuate from zone to zone. Thus from zone 1 to zone '1Y there 

is consistency in the trend of all indices whether positive 

or negative. 
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TABLE - IIe1 

Distribution of Tc,.lu1ss - by i?Pne 

Serial No. of No. of Name of Name of 
District 

Name of 
State the zone and Taluks Taluks 

radial dista-
nce from city 
Centre . 

' I 0 - 4 miles I 1(Dist.) 

II 4 - 10 miles 1 

III 1\0 - 20 IIQ,les 1 

JY 20 - 30 miles 2 

I 

v 30 - 40 miles ; 2 

VI 40 - 60 miles 7 

V.II 60 - 80 miles 9 

VIII 80 - 100 miles 12 

Mldras city 

Saidapet 

S~;j.peruml.ndur 

Pooneri 
Tiruvallur 

Kancbipuram 
Chingl~put 

Tirutani 
Madurantakam 
Arakonam 
cheyyar 
Satyavedu 
Puttur 
Sulurpet_ 

Wallajahpet 
Wandiwash 
Arpi 
Arcot·: -_ 
Tindiw,mam 
Chittoor 
Kaleihasti. 
Gudur 
Venkataqiri 

Vell.ore 
'Po_l~-
T iruvannamalai 
Gingee. 
v i:;l.UPuram 
Cuddalore 
Pond:icl)erry 

Bangat:U,Pallam 
Chandragiri 
Rajappet 
Nellore 
Rapur 

Ma~as Tamil Nadu 

Chingleput Tamil Nadu 

Chingleput Tamil Nadu 

Chingleput Tamil Nadu 

Chingleput Tamil Nadu 

Ch,i:g.glepu.t Tamil Nadu 
Ch:ingleput Tamil Nadu 
North .Arcot T~mil Nadu 
North .Arcot _Tamil Nadu 

' 

Chittoor Andhra Pradesh 
Chittoor Aridhra Pradesh 
Nellore Andhra Pradesh 

. .. . 

North Arco.t Tamil Nadu 
North Arcot Tami'l Nadu 
North Arcot Tamil Na.du 
North Arcot T~mil Nadu 
South -;Arcot Tamil Nadu 
Chittoor ~dhra Pradesh 
Chittoor Az1dhra, Pradesh 
Nellore Andhra Pradesh 
Nellore -~ Andhra Pradesh 

Nor~h Arcot Tamil Na.du 
North Arcot Tamil Nadu 
North Arcot Ta,mil Nadu 
South Arcot T~mil Nadu 
South Arcot Tamil Nadu · _ 
South Arcot Tamil Nadu -· 
Ponc_licherry unwn Territ:Qry 

- · - of Po:p.dicherry 
Chittoor lmdhra Pradesh 
Chittoor Apdhra Pradesh 
CuddaP&h Apdhra Pradesh 
Nellore Andhra Pradesh 
Nellore Andhra Pradesh 



~ Sex 
Ratio 

I City 904 

II 4 - 10 miles 906 

III 10 - 20 miles 943 

lY 20 - 30 miles 957 

v 30 - 40 miles 963 

VI 40 - 60 miles m 
VII 60 - 80 mi~es 970 

VIII 80 - 100 miles 963 

-- .... 

TABLE - II .2 · . '" 

prbanisation Indices -· By Zone 

Male Pa...£tj.£!:. Femsl!.,..Pa~ici- yo§gri- Dens it!: 
J29:tion ~5\te £i:e!t ion rat,Si} wor~§ ~ 

iDt Popu-. 
liQrking la~on 
force !<!:a . . 

49 5 2 19293 

51 7 18 11781 

54 12 54 427 

.§1. !! 7§ 288 

55 11 63 311 

58 19 80 229 

57 18 76 264 

55 14 74 332 

. .- -- •" "• r - • ·• • •• 

2!liu;;:ban Male E,.emaJ.e 
:e9.ml- Lite~- ~-
latioD acy ~ 

rate ~ 

100 71 53 

79 65 43 

48 55 29 

~ 44 20 -
29 52 26 

.18 20 8 

18 22 9 

25 24 11 
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The urban indices are controlled by the conpetition 

offered by neighbouring urbSn centres also which can of~er 

similar or better services than Madras city. l'n zone five 

and beyond the influence of the corqpetiting urban centres 

are strong enough that the urban. indices start fluctuating. 

Thus thirj:y miles which is the ~per limit of the radial 

distance for the fourth zone is fiXed as the limit where the 

urban influence of Madras Metropolis fades out. ~erefore 

t~ boundary of Madras city hinterland e~ends about thirty 

miles from the city centre and it indicates the extrerre range 

of Madras city's urban influence on the hinterland. Madras 

city, as it does, facing the Bay of Bengal on an even coast 

line, its urban influence extends in tbree directions only. 

All settlenents located at about thirty miles • distance 

from) city centre were marked on the map and a boundary line 

of the hinterl~d was drawn touching all thef!e settlerrents. 

Fig. J:I.l and Fig. J:I.2 show the resultant hinterland. 
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CHAPTHER - III 

INTERDBPENDENCE BETWEEN C lTY AND HINTERLAND 

J:II.l· lhtroduction 

The territorial extent of the influence exerted by 

Mldras city has been determ.iried in the preceding chapter. 

This chapter is concerned with a mre specific reference to 

the details of interdependence- between the city and the 

various segments of the hinterland. It also indicates mw 
much the strength of influence is conditioned by distance , 

and accessibility to the city. For convenie~e, these inter 

relationships are grouped under four heetdings t ( i) De~

grapbic, ( ii) Social, (iii) Economic and ( iv) Social ameni

ties. 

IIJ:.2 · Metbld of Analysis 

'l'he concentric zone mdel was used for tie analysis 

of data. Upon examination of tie map, it was found that a 

few towns in the hinterland are linear in form and situated 

along the railway lines radiating fJ:Om Madras city and that 

one mile radius would be too small to cover the entire town 

in one zone. Therefore, concentric zones were f :lxed at two 

mile :interval. 
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The interaction between tm city and h:interland is 

channelled along particular routes - notably alon~ lines of 

transport and conmunication. The urban influence spreads to 

tlve hinterland vigorously along the radiating arteries while 

interstitial settlements feel the urban influence less inten

sely. Accessibility is thus a key factor in spreading the 

effects of urbanisation in the hinterland. 

The settlements in the hinterland were# therefore# first 

classified into concentric semi circular zones and then within 

each . zone, they were sorted out into two categories - ( i) 

corridor settlenents and ( ii) interstitial settlens1ts. The 

first category consists of tmse settlements situated within 

two miles of distance from any one of the three major arter

ies connecting the city with the hinterland. The settlements 

not so situated tlE!re put :Into the second category called 

• interstitial settlements •. This was done in order to study 

separately both distance decay function and the role of 

transport lines in ca~rying the urban influence into the 

h:l.nterland.· The location of a settlement within a zone was 

determined by_ its distance from Fort St. George which is the 

city centre of Madras. 

The three corridors radiat:lng from Madras ~ity are -

( i) Madras - Coimbatore Railway l:l.ne, ( ii) Madras - Madura! 

Railway __ line and (iii) Madras - Vijayawada Railway line. 

Roads also run parallel· and very close to the a'bove three 

Railway l:ines. 
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The city of Madras forms the first zone and extends _ 

about 4 miles from city centre. The hinterland was divided 

into 13 m:>re concentric zones starting from fourth mile and 

ending with thirtieth mile. The three corridors converge 

upon Madras city in a spoke like fash:lon, the second zone 

(4 - 6 mile zone) is not only close to the city in absolute 

distance, it is also highly penetrated by railways and high

ways, that all the sett lenents are within easy reach of the 

citY• Proceeding outwards, the zones :increase in total areas 

and towards the rim of the hinterland, i.e. at 30 miles, 

the .spokes become farther apart. This means that the nurrber · 

of interstitial settlements rises progressively as the dis

tance from the city centre increases. 

Table III.l gives the number of settlenents in each 

zone. 

As a first step, population and social amenities data 

collected at village level were aggregated by zone, by corri

dor and by interstitial sectors. They were then converted 

into proportions and ratios in order to remve t~ biases 

arising from unequal population size of different sectors. 

To explain the m_etropolitan :influence on the hinterland, a 

few hypotheses were set up. Sinple regression analysis was 

used to test the hypotheses. 
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TABLE - l:II.l 

~tributjpn of Settlements py zon~ 

-
s.N::>. of Radial distance No. of NQ. of Aggregate no. 
the zone from city centre corridor Inters- of settlements 

settle- titial 
nents settle-

menta 

• 
I Madras city 

0 - 4 miles 1 - 1 

II 4· - 6 m:{;les 7 ~ 7 

III 6 - 8 mi,fes 7 11 18 

'N 8 - 10 miles 7 34 41 

v 10 ·- 12 ~les 9 34 43 

VI 12 - 14 nq;les 10 41 51 

VII 14 - 16 ~les 15 44 59 

VIII 16 - 18 m~les 19 56 75 

Dt 18 - 20 miles 11 68 79 

X 20 - 22 m:J,;les 23 62 85 

XI 22 - 24 miles 18 59 77 

·XII 24 - 26 miles 16 77 93 

XIII 26 - 28 ~les 9 64 73 

XlV 28 - 30 miles 23 82 105 

•j 
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PART - 1 

DEMOORAPHIC INTER...;RELATIOl.\13 

A. Density of Population 1 

T~ first hypothesis is that population density decreases 

with increas:lng distance from city centre·. The dEnsities 

analyzed are the total populat1on densities for a number of 

settlements grouped into concentric arcs at succes§ive dis

tances fJ;'Om the city centre. Sooh a calculation assU~D~es 

that tho.se parts of a hinterland which are the same distance 

from the city centre also possess a similar nDrpmlogy. The 

other assumptions uncl!rlying the hypothesis are that the 

nost desirable and hence m::>re expensive sites for all urban 

land uses lie close to the city centre where maximum· accessi

bility· is provided by converging transport routes. The farthex 

a settlement lies from the city, the lower is the value of 

its land. These lower land values encourage lower intensity 

of use away from the centre. The workers f :lnd transport costs 

a m:)re imPortant part of their budget and they tend to live 

closer to the centre where_ they have more immediate accessi

bility to their jobs. As a result they can only afford to 

utilize relatively small arcounts of this nDre expensive land 

for_ the.ir muses and thus live at high density. The ItDre 

distant a settlerrent is from the city, the land is cheaper 

and people utilizE! · · nore of it for their muses. Besides, 
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nore and IIDre land is put to agricultural uses. Thus the 

density of population must decline with increasing distance 

from city centre. 

- Table III.2 smws that there is intense crowding in the 

city. About 19,293 persons are packed into every sq. km· 

But from this peak, there is very rapid drop in density from 

the first zone to the second zone. 

The high density noticed along the corridOr is due on 

the one hand to sone ov~rf low of city population which takes 

tU> residence in accessible hinterland settlements while on 

the other hand people from the nDSt isolated :interstitial 

villages also nDve closer to the corric.brs where they can 

easily bene£ it from city contacts. In the interstitial 
~ 

settlenents densities are controlled nore by the type of 

agriculture practiced than by the distance from city. '!'here

fore in the interstitial settlements the density is always 

much lower than the corridor settlements of the same distance 

from city. 

The coeff.icient of correlation between density and 

distance is -0.57 which confirms the hypothesis that varia

tions in density in the hinterland are inversely associated 

linearlly with variations in distance. 

The distance from city centre expla:lns about 35% 

variations in population density along the corridors and 
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TAJ3LE- ni.2 

Correlation be~ :Densitx. of Population and, 
radial distance from citx centre 

'iiiil number and 
radial distance 
from city centre 

Corricbr 
settlements 

lhterstitial Aggregate 
settlenents 

Density of Population per sauare lglometre 

I 0 - 4 miles .19293 19293 

II 4 - 6 m;lles 2462 - 2462 
• 

III 6 - 8 mi].es 2116 1232 1761 

lY 8 - 10 m:Ltes 3248 704 1512 

v 10 - 12 m;f.les 475 447 453 

VI 12 - 14 m.:f.les 1702 622 1084 

VII 14 - 16 mtles 1567 460 778 

VIII 16 - 18 miles 518 259 314 

lX 18 - 20 miles 445 241 285 

X 20 - 22 m:lles 316 270 281 
• 

XI 22 - 24 m~les 432 221 259 

XII 24 - 26 miles 478 229 268 

XIII · 26 - 28 miles 796 179 291 

XJY 28. - 30 miles 379 221 247 

a intercept 7904.64 1052.45 7440.98 

b regress:IBn coefficient -342.74 -34.90 -335.78 

r coefficient of correla·t-
ion -0.59 -0.82 -0.57 

R2 coeffic~t of deter-
mination .3472 .6718 .3251 

Calculated values of It I 2.56* 4.52** 2.43* 

'.. ' *· For 12 degrees of freedom the tabulated values of •t • at 1% and 
5% levels of significance are 3.06 and 2.18 respect~vely. 

** For 10 degrees of freec.bm the tabulated values of •t• at 1% and 
5% levels of significance are 3.17 and 2.23 respectively. 
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67% of the variations in the interstitial settlements. 

a. sex Ra~ 

'l'he second hypothesis on denDgraphic inter-relations 

is that the sex ratio i!Qproves with increasing distance from 

city centre. The:hypotbesis is based on the following pre

mises. The pull to the city, the demand of labour and the 

e~loyment opportWlities in th~ city lead to a drain of man

power from the hinterland. Rural-urban migration is selec~ 

tive and ~volves essentially male labour which migrates to 

the __ city and its outsld.rts wherever industries are located. 

As a result, the population of the city and its immediate 

vicmity will be nDre masculine than that of the hinterland. 

Table I:II.3 show that even in the hinterland the sex 

rat:lo is low. The low sex ratio in the hinterland is mainly 

due to differential births and differential deaths among the 

two sexes. 'l'he male selective migration depresses fur~her 

the already low s~ ratio nearer the city. Another feature 

to be noted is that the sex ratio of corridor settlenents is 

· always lower than that of the interstitial settlenents located 

at corresponding distance from city centre. 

About 55% variations in sex ratio along the corridor 

and 43% variations in the sex ratio in the interstitial settle· 

ments are explained by distance from city centre. 

The coefficient of correlation between sex ratio and 

distance is 0.84 which confirms the hypothesis that variations 
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TABLE - III.!3 

Correlat.ion betwem Sex Ratio and Ra~s,l Distance 
from City Centre 

Zonal number and 
radia.l distance 
from city centre 

Corridor Interstitial 
settlements settlements 

Sex Ratio 

I 0 - 4 nd,les 904 

• II 4 - 6 miles 923 

III 6 - 8 mi~es 874 

N 8 - 10 miles 893 

v 10 - 12 ~les 927 

VI 12 - 14 ~les 903 

VII 14 - 16 miles 899 

VIII 16 - 18 miles 962 

JX 18 - 20 miles 937 

X 20 - 22 m~les 931 

XI 22 - 24 ~les 962 

XII 24 - 26 ~les 937 

XIII 26 - 28 miles 955 

XN _2a ~ 30 miles 955 

~ intercept 887.31 

b regression coefficient 2.42 

r coefficient of correlat-
ion 0.74 

R2 coefficient of deter- .5451 
mination 

Calculated Value of •t' 3 .90* 

-
949 

941 

950 

929 

964 

964 

978 

974 

970 

983 

961 

964 

934.60 

1.44 

0.66 

.4341 

2.76** 

Aggregate 

904 

923 

895 

908 

945 

912 

926 

963 

964 

962 

968 

971 

958 

962 

896.74 

2.72 

0.84 

.7111 

5.55** 

* For 12 degrees of freedom the U.bulated value of •t • at 1% and 5% 
levels of significance are 3.06 and 2.18 respectively 

** For 10 degrees" of freedom, the tabulated value of 't' at 1% and 
5% levels of -significance are 3.17 and 2.23 respectively. 
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in sex ratio are directly associated linearlly with varia

tions in distance. 

The regress:lon analysis indicates that the rate of 

change in sex ratio is much faster along the corridors than 

along· the interstitia.l sector. Since the calculated value 

of •t• for corrid::>r is 3.90, the relationship_is significant 

at 1% level of significance. In the case of interstitial 

settlenents the calculated value of •t• comes to 2.76 and 

therefore it is significant at 5% level of significance only. 

PART - J:J: 

A. General Literacy Rate 

One of the hypotheses under social interdependence is 

tb:.lt literacy level declines with distance from city. The 

logic behind the hypothesis is that city and its suburbs 

have wider educational facilities and that there is greater 

need for education to handle conplex urban functions. 

Table J:II.4 shows the general literacy rates at fixed 

distances from the city centre. 
,-- .-

The literacy is maximum in 

the city, nDderate in the inner zones which are suburbs of 

the city and very low in the outer zones which are rural 

areas. 
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TABLE - III•4 

Cormlat:ion between Gmaeral LiteraSJ!: Level 5!!1S 
Radial Distance from City cent;e 

-ZOne number and 
radial distance Corridor Jhterstitial Aggregate 
from city centre settlenents settlenents 

~ral Literacy Rate 

I 0 - 4 m~~es 62 62 

II 4 - 6 miles 58 58 

•III 6 - 8 miles 55 48 53 

JY 8 - 10 mi~es· 60 38 53 

v 10 - 12 ~les 38 40 40 

VI 12 - 14 m1les 57 39 51 

VII 14 - 16 ~les 59 36 50 

VIII 16 - 18 m:f,.les 44 21 33 

lX 18 - 20 ~les 48 29 35 

X 20 - 22 m11es 38 35 36 

XI 22 - 24 miles 45 32 36 

XII 24 - 26 ~les 40 34 35 

XIII 26 - 28 ~les 48 . 27 38 

Xl.V· 2$ - 30 miles 35 31 32 

a intercept 61.81 46.01 60.60 

b regression coefficient -0.80 -0.63 -1.06 

r coefficient of corre- -0.73 -0.75 -0.88 
lat:ion 

R2 QOeffici~nt of deter- .5340 .5599 .7677 
minat:lon 

Calcu'ilated value of •t. 3.81• 3.70** 6.62** 

• For 12 d&grees of freedom the. tabUlated values of •t • at 1% and 
5% levels of significance are 3.06 and 2.18 respectively. 

** For 10 degrees of freeaom" the tabulated values of •t• at 1% and 
.5% levels of significance are 3.17 and 2.23 respectively 
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The correlation coefficient between general literacy 

and distance is -0.88 which confirms the hypothesis that varia

tions in general literacy are inversely associated linearlly 

with variations in distance. 

About 53% variations in literacy along the corricbrs 

and 56% variatjons in the interstitial settlenents can be 

explained by distance from city centre alone. 

Regression analysis has borne out the fact that literacy 

level declines nDre rc;u>idly along the corriCbrs than along 
' ' 

the interstitial sector. For lx>th c~rridor and interstitial 

settlenents, the .calculated values of • t • are m:n:-e than the 

tabulated values of •t • at 1% level of s igni£ icance. 

B. ·Male-Female Literacy Differential 

Yet another hypothesis tested is that sex-wise disparity 

in l;iteracy widens as one nDves from city to the hinterland • . 
It :is comrron knowledge that cities have always produced and 

perpetuated a style of life different from tba.t of the sur:round· 

ing rural areas. Since the urban dweller has to adjust conti

nuously to a wide variety of new and strang~ ~things and events 

and new ideas, his reaction to newness and change is likely 

to be very different from that of rural inhabitant. The typi-

• cal ur}?an person is DDre sophisticated and less bound by 

traditional values whereas the rural dweller still has tradi

t:ional prejudices aga:lnst female education. 
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The sex equality in literacy was neasured in the 

following manner •.. 

Literacy equality index = Female literacy ra~ .. e x 100 
Male literacy rate 

A vale of 100 :Indicates there .is conPlete equality between 

males and females in literacy. A value of less than 100 

implies a comparatively lower female literacy rate and a 

value of more.than 100, a comParatively higher literacy rate 

anong females. · 

Table III.S shows that the disparity in literacy level 

between male and female is very wide ·:f.n the interstitial 

sector which is basically rural in character. For most 

parents in rural areas, female egucat:lon bas little economic 

value since· there are strong prejudices against their elt\Ploy

. nent outside their own home or farms. Female children 

suffer a relative neglect and the same is the case with 

their education. They are also not permitted much mobility 

ang may not be sent to a school even in an adjoining village. 

Even in the corridor settlements the parity betwem sexes. 

in the matter of edugation declines as one moves away from 

the city. This negative relationship is supported by the 

data. 

The coefficient of co~relation between literacy equality 

index and distance is -0.89 which confirms the hypothesis 

that sex differentials in literacy increase with distance 
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TABLE ,..;. III•? 

Correlation- between M:lle-Female Literacy Differential 
f!nd Radial distance from city centre 

ZDne number and 
radial distance 
from city centre 

Corridor 
settlements 

Interstitial 
settlements 

Ratio of Female Liter§.cy; to Male L;f.teracy Rate 

J: 0 - 4 m.iles 75 

J:I 4 - 6 miles 72 

·xn 6 - 8 m:l.:t,es 65 49 

N 8 - 10 miles 71 49 

v 10 - 12 ~les 51 54 

VI 12 - 14 miles 67 53 

VIJ: 14 - 16 miles 70 47 

VJ:IJ: 16 - 18 m:l;les 61 39 

lX 18 - 20 miles 58 39 

X 20 - 22 miles 47 46 

XI 22 - 24 nd;les 66 41 

XJ:I 24 - 26 mtles 48 43 

XIII 26 - 28 nd.les 59 41 

XlV ~8 - 30 miles 47 42 

a intercept 74.11 54.25 

b regression coefficient -0.81 ..o.so 

r coefficient of corre-
lation -0-70 -0.70 

R 2 ~oef f ic ient of deter- -4960 .4883 
minat1on 

Calculated Values of •t. 3.52* 3.12** 

Aggregate 

75 

72 

62 

66 

55 

63 

61 

49 

47 

46 

49 

41 

52 

45 

73.61 

. -1-11 

-0·89 

.7876 

6.93* 

*· For 12 degrees o~ freedom the tabulated values of •t • at 1% and 
5% levels of significance are 3.06 and 2.18 respectively. 

** For 10 degrees of freedom the tabulated values of •t• at 1% and 
5% levels of significance are 3.17 and 2.23 respectively. 

;:,. 
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from city. About 50% variations in disparity along the 

corridors and 49% variations in disparity noticed in the 

interstitial settlements are explained by distance from 

city. 

The calculated value of ''t • for corridor settlements 

is higher than the tabulated value of •t• at 1% level of 

signi£icance. With regard to interstitial settlements, the 

calculated value of •t• is greater than the tabulated value 

of • t • at 5% level of significance. 

PAAT --III 

~NOl-il.C -IN'l'ER...RELATIONS 

A. Labour Force Participation 

The first hypothesis tested under economic inter

relations is that participation in labour force will rise 

with distance from city. This flows from the premises that 

:In the city and in the llDSt urbanised zones around the city, 

a big chunk of youth population will be in the education 

system and therefore withdrawn from the labour force. On 

the other hand; in the hinterland where agriculture is the 

main -stay of life, a larger fraction of both young and the 

aged can be gainfully eli\Ployed. Therefore labour force 

participation rate will tend to rise away from the city. 
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The analysis is confined to male workers only since they 

are IIDre consistent in definition and reporting in the 

Censuses. 

Table III.6 fumishes the male labour force partici

pation rates zone-wise for corridor and interstitial settle-

ments. 

The coefficient of correlation between labour force 

participation and distance is o.ss which confirms the hypo-
, 

thesis that variations in labour force participation are 

directly associated linearlly with variations in distance. 

The distance from city can explain about 20% variations 

in male labour force particjpat:J.on rates along the corridors 

and '''' a~ng the interstitial settlements. The male labour 

force participation rises llDre rapidly along the interstitial 

sector than along the corridor sector. 

The calculated •t • value of 2.40 for corridor settle

ments is signj£icant at 5% level and the calculated •t• 

value of 6 .so for interstitial settlements is significant 

at 1% level. 

B. Workers in Primary and Non-Primary Sectors 

The next hypothesis is that the ratio of non-primary' 

worker to primary worker dim:lnishes with distance from the 

city. Towns and cities owe their existence to the grot-lth 

of commerce and industry. The types of erqployment associated 
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TABLE - III.6 

Correlation~~en Male Labour Foree Particip§tion 
Rate and Radial distance from cit::2: centre 

Z9nal number and 
Radial distance 
from city centre 

CorridOr 
settlements 

Male Lab9ur Force Participation Rate 

I 0 - 4 miles 49 

II 4 - 6 miles 47 

III 6 - 8 mi:tes 51 

N 8 - 10 miles 49 

v 10 - 12 miles 54 

VJ: 12 - 14 miles 49 

VII 14 - 16 ~les 48 

VIII 16 - 18 m~les 52 

lX 18 - 20 miles so 
X 20 - 22 m1les 52 

XI 22 - 24 miles 52 

XII 24 - 26 miles 52 

xni 26 - 28 ~les 50 

XlV _26 ~ 30 miles 53 

a intercept 48.66 

b regression coefficient 0.12 

r coefficient of corre- o.s1 
lat:ion 

R2 ~oefficient of deter- .2581 
min at ion 

Calculated values of ,•t • 2.40* 

lhterstitia;L 
settlements 

-
-· 
51 

53 

52 

53 

55 

57 

58 

57 

59 

58 

59 

57 

49.63 

0.34 

o.ss 

.7689 

6.80** 

Aggregate 

49 

47 

51 

so 

53 

50 

51 

55 

55 

56 

57 

56 

55 

56 

47.67 

0.33 

o.aa 

.7717 

6.60* 

• For 12 degrees of freecbm the tabulated values of •t• at !% 
and 5% levels of significance are 3.06 and 2.18 respectively. 

•• For 10 degrees of freedom the tabulated values of •t • at 1% 
and 5% levels of significance are 3.17 and 2.23 respectively. 
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with them can be described as 'Non Primary' and an important 

characteristic of urban population is provided by the occu

pations which they follow. Therefore with increasing distance 

from city, it is expected that the ratio between non primary 

worker and male primary worker would fall off. 'l'he culti

vators 1 agricultural labourers 1 workers engaged 1n livestock 

raising 1 fishing and forestry and workers in mining and 

quarrying occu,pation~ are grouped into 'Primary sector •. 

Included in the non pr ima.ry sector are tb:>se workers in manu

facturing both oousehold and non household sectors, construe.;.. 

tion1 trade and comnerce, transport and service sectors. 

Table III.7 shows the rat:fo of male non prinary workers 

to male pr :tmary workers i.e how many male non primary workers 

are there for every male primary worker. Female workers are 

ignored because of the tmreliability of the data. 

Apart from the :industries which locate themselves out

side the city preferably beyond tbe corporation limits and 

which cause an increase of non prmtary workers in the settle

IDE!'lts around the city, there is also an element of conmut:lng. 

The non pr !mary sector ·of enployment dominates .in the city 

and in the inmediate vicinity of tl"e city where there are 

:industries. .The interstitial settlements beyond a limit of 

12 miles are not at all affected and·are essentially agricul

tural in erqploynent structure of. their population. · 'l'he urban 

influences from Madras have penetrated along the rail road 
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~-LE--..._-__ In=-·..-7 

Correlation between Rat:fD of .Male N6n-Pr1marv Workers to .Male 
Primary Workers and Radial distance from city centre 

-Zonal number and 
radial distance CorriCbr Interstitial Aggregate 
from city centre settlements settlements 

-
R.St:fo of Male !ibn-Primary Workers to M!le Primary Workers 

I 0 - 4 miles 60.1 60.1 

II 4 - 6 miles 14.2 - 14.2 

III 6 - 8 miles 12.9 2.8 7.0 

JY 8 - 10 miles 17.4 1.0 4.1. 

v 10 - 12 miles 2.3 1.0 1.2 

VI 12 - 14 miles 7.2 o.a 2.8 

VII 14 - 16 It4les 5.3 o.a 2.0 

VIII 16 - 18 m:tles o.a 0.2 0.3 

JX 18 - 20 miles 1 •. 6 o.1 0.4 

X 20 - 22 m~les 0.4 0.3 0.3 

XI 22 - 24 miles 0.6 0.3 0.4 

XII 24 - 26 ~les o.a 0.2 0.4 

XIII 26 - 28 mtles 1.6 0.1 o.s 
X1V 26 ~·30 miles 0.4 0.2 0.3 

a intercept 29e68 2.09 25.02 

b regression coefficient -1.30 -0.08 -1.15 

r coefficient of corre- -0.70 -0-76 -0.62 
lat:fon 

R2 c;oeffici(\mt of dt!!ter- .4895 .5824 .3806 
mination 

Calculated values of 't. 3.s1• 4.00** 2.8()tt 

-

--
• For 12 degrees of freedom the tabulated values of 't' at 1% and 

5% levels of significance are 3.06 and 2.18 respectively. 
•• For 10 degrees of free<bm the tabulated values of •t • at 1% and 

5% levels of sign:l£1cance are 3.17 and 2.23 respectively. 
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tbxough a string of industries along the arteries of trans

port and here it is confined to a distance of 16 miles within 

which CQntnunicat1on is possible by bus or train. It appears 

that railways are an inportant factor m weaning the rural 

population of its agr.icultural occupations. ~is is evidEilt 

from the fact that the ratio of non primary workers to primary 

workers is considerably higher in the corrioors than in the 

interstitial settlements of conparable distance from the 

city. 

-
The coefficient of correlatwn of -0.62 between the 

rat:lo of non-primary worker to prinary worker and distance 

con£ irms our hypothesis_tbay are negatively related. 

The distance from city explains· about 49% variations· 

in the ratio along the corridors and 58%· variations in the 

interstitial settlements. 

SimPle regress:lon analysis has brought about the fact 

that the rate c;,£ decline in the rat :to of non pr !mary workers 

to prmtary workers is small in the interstitial sector when 

ootqpared to corridor sector. Both along the corridors and 

also •in the interstitial settlenents, the COl'llPuted 't • values 

are observed to be significant at 1% level. 

C. Sex Rat :lo of WOrkers 

Yet another hypothesi$ tested is that the rat :io of 

women to men in labour force will decline in :non primary 
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sector and at the same time rise in primary sector with 

:increasing distance from city centre. 

Customs and traditions restrict in a large neasure 

.industrial and allied occ~t:lons for women. But the bold 

of customs and traditions are weak in urban areas. Therefore 

the ratio of women to men worker in non pr:imary sector will 

be large in the city and its imnediate environs but will 

taper off towards the hinterland. 

Ql the other band in rural areas, few· women are enployed 

in any work outside the home or their farms. The women gene

rally take part in light field work or similar pursuits which 

need little education .. and which do not require them to work 

shoulder to smulder together with nen woo are not their 

relatives. Therefore in the hinterland the sex ratio of 

prinary wor:kers .will be greater w~n compared t\Tith that of 
/ 

tb:l city. 

Table III.a smws the sex ratio of primary worlers and 

Table III .9 the sex ratio of non-primary worlcers. 

Though there is a slight increase in the sex ratio of 

primary workers and a small decline in the· sex ratio of non

primary workers with Jncreasing distance from the city the 

relationship is not statistically significant. The comPuted 

•t• values both in the case of primary and non..pr:fmazy workers 

are much lower than the tabo.lated values of • t • even at 5% 

level. The hypothesis is therefore rejected. 
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TABLE - l:II.8 

Correlation betwem Sex Rat~o£ Primary Workers 
and Radial distance from city cenm 

ZOnal number and 
radial distance 
from city centre 

Corricbr 
settlenen ts 

sex Ratio of Primary Workers 

I 0 - 4 miles 

II 4 - 6 miles 

~II 6 - 8 miles 

Dl 8 - 10 miles 

V 10 - 12 miles 

Vl: 12 - 14 nQ,les 

VII 14 - 16 ~les 

VIII 16 - 18 m:Lles 

lX 18 - 20 miles 

X 20 - 22 miles 

XI 22 - 24 miles 

xn 24 - 26 ~les 

XJ:II 26 - 28 miles 

XlV 28 .- 30 miles 

42 

79 

95 

45 

500 

169 

250 

310 

366 

197 

307 

186 

259 

228 

' intercept 108.63 
I 
~ regression coefficient 6.78 

I 
I 

r', coefficient of corre_l.ation 0.44 
:2 R ~ coefficient of determi- .1962 
\ nation 

Cqlculated values of •t • 1.73* 
' ' 
I 

Interstitial 
settlenents 

-
111 

264 

390 

233. 

303 

224 

274 

278 

267 

246 

220 

270 

241.37 

0.85 

o.1o 
.0092 

Aqgregate 

42 

79 

105 

223 

409 

213 

289 

246 

289 

258 

277 

234 

231 

261 

1~9.05 

6.05 

0.22 

.0485 

1.95* 

• \For 12 degrees of freed:>m the tabulated values of •t• at 1% and 
\5% levels of significance are 3 .• 06 and 2.18 respectively. 

'** 'For 10 degrees of freed::>m the tabulated values of •t' at 1% and 
\5% levels of significance are 3.17 and 2.23 respectively. 
\ -
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TABLE - III.9 

Correlation between Sex RatiO of Non-Prirnarx Workers 
m;td {adial distance.Jrom the city cent{e 

Zonal number and 
ra~ial distance 
from city centre 

Corridor lbterstitial 
settlements settlements 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Sex Rat#o of Non-Primary Workers 
I 
I i 0 - 4 miles 94 

j II 4 - 6 miles 87 
• 
/iii 6 - 8 miles 70 
I 
I T """ 1 ... 6V 

I 
I v 
I 

I
' Vi 

Vii 

I Viii 

8 ;;. 10 miles 

10 ;.. 12 miles 

12 - 14 ~les 

·14 .;;. 16 miles 

16 ~.;. 18 m~les 

lX 18 =. 20 miles 

X 20 - 22 miles 

97 

271 

73 

96 

66 

106 

48 

XI 22 - 24 ~les 62 

XII 24 - 26 miles 90 

XIII 26 ';.... 28 miles 65 

XlY 26 ·~ 30 miles 65 

a intercept 121•45 

b regression coefficient -1•84 

r coefficient of corre~ation-0•29 

R2·qoeffici~t of deter
mination 

Calculated values of •t• 
·.0836 

1.06*' 

88 

183 

141 

155 

164 

155 

78 

175 

25 

130 

138 

90 

163.01 

-2.01 

-0.31 

.• 0951 

1.02•* 

Aggregate 

94 

87 

74 

115 

181 

91 

117 

104 

98 

134 

40 

112 

77 

82 

111.74 

-0.19 

.0359 

0.66• 

* For ~2 degrees o.£ freedom the tabulated values of •t • at 1% and 
5% levels of significance are 3.~06 and 2.1s respectively. 

•• For 10 degrees of freedom the tabulated values of ·•t• at 1% and 
5" levels of significance are 3.17 and 2.23 respectively. 
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Absence of significant relationship may be attributed 

to several reasons. First the census data on female workers 

is suspect particularly when it cones to pr:imary sector. 

For instance, in the hinter land many women may be economically 

active by helping their husbands or parents in agriculture, 

dairying etc. But the census authorities lnillY overlook them 

as rnar~inal unpaid family workers. · On the other hand in the 

metropolis women may be willing to -take tQ? jobs in non-primary 

sector too. But they may not be able to do so because of 

the heavy backlog of uneii\Ployrrent anong the males too. 

PART - N 

SOCIAL AY,®ll.TIES -JNT:m~ELAT IONS 

The hypothesis here is that the standard of· social 

anenities will decl:lne with distance from c~ty. As tle 

societies grow from silqple to conplex they acquire new social 

anenities and the metropolis is the heartRof many new social 

amenities. But the social amenities which originate in urban 

milieu are not necessarily restricted to urban areas. They 

diffuse from city to the rural areas in the hinterland and 

tend to be adopted there. But this diffus:Lon process is 

hSrqpered by distance friction. Therefore the areas closer to 

city will possess higher level of amenities than those fartl'er 

from it. 

There is no fool-proof method of select:lng the variable 

or giving weightage to those variables for measuring the 
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the levels of developnent of social amen !ties. The town and 

village Directory of District Census Hand Books provide infor

mation about soma of the amenities relating to health, educat

ion, commmication, protected water supply, electrJ£ication 

etc. which have a lll)re direct bearing on the quality of life. 

These _aJmnities taken together would provide us with a good 

index of development of social anenities. 

To express the level of development of social amen i

ties in quantitative terms, an C\PJ?roPriate weight was given 

to each of the amenities, on the bas is ~f two considerations -

first, on the basis of their relative impo~tance and secondly 

on the basis of COttm:)n observation. An examPle will clarify 

the issue of relative .imPortance of social amenities. If a 

settlenent has one primary scmol, it will get say 2 points 

and if a settlement bas a middle school, which is obviously 

a higher order facility that- settlenent --"'.ill be awarded a 

value of 4. If the settlenent had an High school as well, 

it will get eight points lll)re. S~ose a settl.nent has two 

primary· schools, it will get two points only and not four 

points, since we believe that if lll)re than one unit gets loca- -

ted in a settlenent, it does not anyway increase the level 

of social amenities enjoyed by the inhabitants of that settle

ment. The weights for the variables are given in Table l:l:I.ll. 

The aggregate score of social amenities 'tlas obtained 

by adding these weighted variable· values for each settlenent 
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in a given zone. This aggregative score for each zone was 

divided by the number of settlements in that zone to arrive 

at the index of social amEility of the zone. 

Table III.lO smws the levels of developnent of social 

amenities at successive distance from Madras city. Invari

ably in all zones, the corridor settlenents have scored 

higher values .than the :Interstitial settlenents. This brings 

out clearly the role of transportation networks in spreading 

growth iiQpulses from city to the hblterland. 

The coefficient of correlation between levels of deve

lopment of social amenities and distance is -0.72 which con-
- -

firms the hypothesis that variations in the develbpnent of 

social amenities are inversely associated linearlly with 

variations in distance. 

Distance from city expla:ins abo\lt 58% variations in 

social amenity score along the corridors and 67% in the , 

interstitial sett lenen ts. 

The COII1Puted •t • values for both corridor settlemEilts 

and interstitial settlenents are significant at 1% level. 

PART-,;,;. -v 

GENERAL:LSED PATTERN CF ME:l'ROPOLlTAN -INFLUENCE 

It has become evideat from the data that urban influence 
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COrre1at iOn between Social Amenities and 
radial dis tan~ from city centre 

zonal number and 
radial distance 
from city centre 

Corridor 
settlements 

lildex of· Social Amenities Deyelopment 

I 0 - 4 miles 

n 4 - 6 m;t.les 

·1.ti 6 - a m:l.l,es 

1!1 8 - 10 mi];es 

v 10 - 12 miles 

VI 12 - 14 miles 

VII 14 - 16 m:l,les 

VIII 16 - 18 m.f.les 

JX 18 - 20 miles 

X 20 - 22 miles 

XI 22 - 24 miles 

XII 24 - 26 ~les 

XIII 26 - 28 m:l,les 

_.xw 28 - 30 miles 

f3.. intercept 

b regression coefficient 

86 

33 

38 

'45 

22 

42 

25 

19 

26 

13 

13 

13 

14 

10 

59.09 

-1.92 

r coefficient of corr:e~lation-0.76 

R2 coefficient of determi- .5841 
- nation 

Calculated values of •t• 4.17• 

lnterstitial Aggregate 
settlenen ts 

-
23 

15 

16 

14 

14 

9 

10 

11 

11 

10 

7 

10 

21.14 

-0.48 

-0.82 

.6734 

4.80** 

86 

33 

29 

19 

17 

19 

17 

12 

12 

11 

11 

11 

8 

10 

48.15 

-1-70 

-0-72 

.5211 

3.69*' 

*' For _12 degrees of freedom the tabulated values of 't • at 1% and 
5" levels of significance are 3.06 and 2.18 respectively. 

•• For 10 degrees of freedom the· tabulated values of •t• at 1% and 
5% levels of significance are 3.17 and 2.23 respectively. 



TABLE - III.ll 

Weighted SCores for the Social &nenities 

Social Anenity 

Primary School 

Mid9,le School 

High Scmol 

College 

Maternity centre/Health centre 
Dispensary/Medical Practi.tioner. 

Hospital 

Post Office 

Telegraph Office 

. Pho~e 

PXQtected water Supply 

Electric Power Supply \ 

Weightage 

2 

4 

8 

16 

4 

8 

2 

4 

8 

8 

4 

RUtcha Road 2 

Pucca Road 4 

Bus Stand 6 

Railway StatJon 8 

· lbte t- When a settlement was served by J?ucca 
road and Kutcha road as well, it was 
assigned a score of four only and not 
siX. 
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does not spread uniformly in all direct ions for reasons such 

as topographical constraints or the existence of a cheap . 

public transport system. Secondly in Madras city as in many 

other ncdern cities economic and social activities do not 

focus on a s:lngle central city but several sub cEntres sca

ttered over the city hinterland. Therefore the urban indices 

fluctuate slightly from zone to zone depend:ing whetl'er or 

not that zone has any major satellite town. 

Despite these slight fluctuations, one can discem 

that a distinct pattern of population and social amenities 

development has emerged within the city ~terland. An 

inspectio~ 9£ the Figures in Tables III.2 to III.lO shows 

that the influence of the core city does not decline at cons

tant rate c;1.ll through the thirty miles. There are sharp 

breaks in the gradient of the h:fnterland. Along the corri

cbrs, the values of urban indices fall ste§>ly at fourth 

mile and again at sixteenth mile. In the interstitial settle

ments also, a sharp fall in the urban indices is noticed, 

at sixteenth mile. 

There are twenty six areal units (fourteen corridor 

segnents and twelve ~terstitial segments) in the city h:fnter

land. on the basis of ;Intensity of Metropolitan influence, 

an attenpt was nade to gro\U) and classify these twenty siX 

areal tmits into nDre broader and corqpact zones of metropoli

tan dominance, metropolitan sub dominance etc. Two things , 
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were kept in mind while grouping the areal units. Firstly 

the aim was to ensure that the population in the emerging 
as 

broader zones bec:onejb.:urogeneous as possible in terms of 

their urban acculturation. Secondly the assignment of any 

areal unit :into one particular zone of influence, i.e., 

placing t&like segments together and keeping unlike seg

ments apart does not cb any violence to the areal contiguity 

of the units considered. Accordingly the city and its 

hinterland were arranged into four main zones which is 

schematically illustrated in Fig. III.l. 

1. . Metropolitan core t This is de£ ined as the incor

porated ~rea of the city and this area lies in the 

first concent~ic arc. 

2. Zo~~ of Metropolitan Dominance a The corridor 

settlements in concentric arcs number two to seven 

lie in this zone. 

3. ~ne of Matropolitan Sub Dominance t The corridor 

settlenents in concentric arcs number eight to fourteen 

and interstitial settlements in_ concentric arcs number 

t~ee to seven come under this zone. 

4. Rural Hinterland t This is defined as the interstitial 

settlements located in concentric arcs eight to four-

teen. 

The problem now is one of the testmg the signj£ican::e 

of differences am::>ng these four zones and validating our 
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classificat:ion. For this purpose analysis of variance1 has 

been used. The statistic formula has been co~uted to test 

the significance of differences in the urban indices bet"t>.reen 

the zones. The results of these conputations are shown in 

Table In .12. 

Jn respect of a 11 the seven urban indices of metropo li

tan dominance, the F rat :iDs are much greater than the tabu-

lated values of F ratios with 3 and 22 degrees of ·freed:>m at 

1% level of significance. This has validated our classifica

tion and confirmed our hypothesis that the four zones are 

honogeneous within and are s;gnif icantly different from one 

another from without. 

1. The total variations displayed by the 26 segments or 
observations are rreasured by its variance, i.e. the 
sums of the squares of deviations from arithmatic mean. 
This total variance was broken down into COlilPOnents 
associated with specific sources of variation. 

In other words, when broader zones are constructed 
from smaller units, there are two sources of variations. 
There is variation among the units within the zone 
{intra-zonal variance) and variations anong the zones 
(inter-zonal> variance) • The inter-zonal variance was 
divided by the intra-zonal variance to give the variance 
ratio or F. If the tvJO variances are equal, the value 
of this ratio is one and nore F ratio rises above one 
the greater is the inter-zonal differentials. In broad 
terms, the variance ratio F describes OO't\f successful 
the gro~ing procedure has been in keeping like segments 
together and keeping unlike segi'O.e'lts apart. 

Ref. : s. Gregory, Statistical Methods and the 
Geographer, Long - Nan, 1973, 
PP• 152-163. 
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ANALYSIS OF VNI..IA.NCB TABLE 

--------------------------~-------------------------------------
lhdex of metropolitan 
,!nfluence 

Source of variation 

1. Density of Population 

2. Sex Ratio 

3. General Literacy Rate 

4. Male-Female Literacy Equality 
lhdex 

5. Male Labour Force Participation 
Rate 

6. Ratio of Male non primary 't'torkers 
to male primary workers 

7. Index of Social Amenities deve
lopment 

Inter Zonal 
Intra 2'.onal 
Total 

Inter Zonal 
!l'ltra Zonal 
Total 

Inter Zonal 
Intra Zonal 
Total 

Inter Zonal 
lhtra Zonal 
Total 

Inter Zonal 
Intra Zonal 
Total 

Inter zonal 
Intra Zonal 
Total 

Inter Zonal 
Intra Zonal 
Total 

Sum of 
squares 

33993 
485 

34478 

16584 
4023 

20607 

2227 
656 

2883 

2394 
799 

3193 

258 
57 

315 

3432 
176 

3608 

6477 
565 

7042 

~gre~ 
Fr\edom. 

3 
22 

3 
22 

3 
22 

3 
22 

3 
22 

3 
22 

3 
22 

11331.20 
22.06 

5528.13 
182.87 

742.37 
29.80 

797.89 
36.33 

85.87 
2.59 

1143.93 
9.01 

2158.89 
25.68 

£: Ratio* 

513.65 

30.22 

24.91 

21.96 

33.15 

142.81 

84.06 

--------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------
* The least highly significant value of F at 1% level of significance 

with 3 and 22 degrees of freedom is 4.82. 
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Another interesting point to be noted is that density 

of population bas recorded an F ratio as high as 513.65 indi

cating thereby that it is the best :Indicator of metropolitan 

· dominance at different distance zones. Next in :ln\portance 

is the relative share of primary workers and non primary 

workers in total labour force. The rat:lo of male non primary 

workers to male primary workers has an F ratio of 142 .sl, 
thus provmg that it is also a good .indicator of netropolitan 

dominance. The in~ of social amenities development also 

has a high F ratio of 84.06. The other indices namely sex 

rat:lo, general literacy rate, male-.female literacy equality 

maex. male labour force participa~:lon rate have nore or less 

similar values of F ratios whioh are mwever significant at 

1% level. 

This is the incorporated area of Madras city and eXtends 

about a_radius of four miles ~asured from Fort St. George 

which is the city centre. l:t is a zone of highest density 

of popu].ation - 19293 persons per sq. km. other urban indices 

are also the highest in this zone - which are given below s 

Sex ratio 904 

General literacy rat~ 62% 

Ratio of f~male literacy to male literacy rate 75 

Male labour force p_articipat ion 49 

Ratio of male non prin'ary worker to male pr:lmary 
worker · 60 

Social Amenities index 86 
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Zone of M:atropolitan Dominan£! 

This zone lies between fourth and sixth mile from city 

centre and along the corridors it extends upto sixteen miles. 

This zone contains the suburbs of Madras city which includes 

the fringe of the built up area and some adjacent nnmicipali

ties. The settlements in this zone, though physically sepa

rate, are close enough to present the possibility of coa;tesc

ing in time to_ becone conurbation. ·The high values of urban 

indices indicate. that .in this zone, the contacts with Madras 

proper are intima1:e and for a large section of the population 

it is daily. J:t is obvious the people of this mne look to 

. Madras city for slopping, ell\Ploynent, education, recreation 

etc. This zone is in effect an extens :ion of the rapidly 

developing metropolitan core. The urbanisation indices are 

quite high and close to ~he :indices of the city itself. J:n 

fact the overall sex ratio of_ this zone is lower than that of 

the core city. This appears to be the result of location of 

many ~dustr ial satellite towns in this zone. The range of 

variations in urbanizat:ion :indiCes are given below. The 

overall urban :indices for the zone is given with:fn bracket. 

Density: of population 475 to 3248 persons per Y.m2 ( 1872) 

Sex rat:io 874 to 927 ( 896) 

General literacy rat~ 38 to 60% (57%) 

Ratio of female literacy to male literacy rate 51 to 72 
(68) 
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Male labour force participation :rate 47 to 54 (SO) 

Ratio of male non-primary workers to male 
primary workers 2.3 to 17.4 {9) 

Social amenity index 22 to 45 ( 34) 

zene of Metropolitan Sub Dominan~ 

Surrotmding the zone of metropolitan cbminance is th:l_ 

zone of metropolitan sub tbminance. It extends ~to 16 miles 

from city centre and along the ·corridors it extends QPto 30 

miles. The ,inhabitants of this zone too. depend on Madras 

city for sone major facilities. The outer limit of this 

zone can be reached by about an b:>ur.,1_s travellmg time from 

Madras. As a result this zone also may be contributing some 

daily cxmmu,ters to the central eity. Here .the urban indices 

have intermediate values. The range of variations in urbani

zat:lon indices are furnished below and overall values for 

the zone as a wb:>le given withih:.bracket. 

Density of population 316 to 1232 per km2 { 541) 

Sex ratio 929 to 964 (947) 

General literacy rat~ 35 to 48 (41) 

Ratio of female literacy to male literacy rate 47 to 66 
(53) 

Male participation -rate in labour force 50 to 55 (53) 

Ratio of male non pr:bnary workers to male 
pr:imary workers~ o.e. to 2 .a ( 1) 

Social amenities index 10 to 26 ( 15) 
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Rural Hinterland 

Finally Madras is sur~unded by what might be called 

its rural hinterland. It is the wi~r and mre extensive 

~rea. All settlenents in this zone are atleast 2 miles away 

from the three major l:lnes of comnunicat ion. Here the eity 

is no longer the place of work or regular shopping of any 

significant proportion of the population. The pedple turn 

to nearby s~ller tx:>wns like Taluk Headquarters etc. for 

satisfying their demands for urban functions. Hlwever, for 

+very higher order functions, people still look to Madras 

city. 

Beyond these limits the influence of Madras diminishes 

~harply and its role as a metropolitan centre is superseded 

by other centres-except where it offers mique serv:ices as a 

centre of nodern industries,. as a port town facilitating 

trade and above· all as tb9 state capital of Tamil Nadu. 

lh the rural hinterland the urbanisation indices reach 

the lowest level and their range :In values is furnished 

below, along with the overall values for the zone ·as a wb:>le. 

Density of population 179 to 27 o per km2 ( 229) 

Sex ratio 961 to 983 (971) 

General literacy rat~ 27 to 35% ( 31%) 

Ratio of female literacy rate to male literacy 
rate 39 to 46 (42) 
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Male particiPation ]."ate :ln laboll!:' force 57 to 59 (58) 

Rat:lo of male non primary workers to male primary 
workers 0.1 to 0.3 ( 0.2) 

Social amenities index • 7 to 10 ( 10) 



CHAPTER - lY 

IDENTIFICATION OF SERVICE CENI'RES --
lY .1 Introduct:ion 

Central funct:ions provide the 'sine quo non• for the 

continued existence of a city. It is they that b:>ld the city

and the surrounding populat:ions in contact. In a large city 

hinterland, the :Individual settlements differ from one another 

in their functional relationship with the central ci~Y· All 

sett~enents perform certain fmctions and for other functions, 

they are dependent on settlenents having them. A study of 

centrality and hierarchy of settlenents is very important since 

it allQws a clearer understanding of the relationships which 

exist between city and hinterland and -between settlements at 

various levels in the urban hierarcey. 

JY .2 Concepts and theo.ty_gn f'lm.ctional- inter-relationship 
s_mong settlements 

A theoretical framework for the study of tm distribut

ion of settlement is provided by the work of Walter Christallez 

It is easily observable that in any given reg:ion there are 

1. Walter Christaller, Central Places in Southern_Qermany, 
Translation by C .:s. Baskin , (Chicago , 
1957) I PP• 230. 
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settlements of varying sizes ranging from a small hamlet 

performing a few sinple functions such as providing primary 

education for a small contiguous area u,pto a large city witl'l 

a large tributary area conposed of the service areas of many 

sll'flller settle~nts and providing JIDre conplex services such 

as university and ~llege education, large scale banking and 

the like. Services performed purely for a surrounding area 

are terned 11central functions" by Christaller and the settle

ments performing them •central places •. The term •central 

Place • must be understood in a slightly different sense from 

'urban place• whose chief functions are related to the occu

rence of particular natural resources or location along trans. 

portation routes connecting major sources of raw material 

with markets. 

'l'he centrality of a settlemalt can be described in 

terms· of quality and quantity of central functions perforned / 

by the settlement. The central functions by treir. vecy nature 

are available in a few settlements but are availed of by a 

number of settlements. Thus the central functions are essen-

tially non ubiquitons in nature. The quality of a central 

functions is normally affected by ( i) the number of different 

types of functions offered and ( ii) by tie level at which 

they are offered. Just as not a 11 the settlements perform 

all the functions in the same proportion, similarly every 

settlenent Cbes not perform all the functions at the same 

level. 
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The hierarchy of settlenent is associated with tis 

hierarchy of central functions. The latter could be deter

mined by Qonsidering the individual central functions such 

as education, health, transport and communication, rec:::reat:ion 

and others separately and by distinguishing their coil\PC)nent 

parts. A central function is conposed of many sub functions 

and thus. within a particular function, it is possible to 

identify levels at which it is being perforned. For instance, 

educational service can be performed at primary scoool, 

middle scb::>ol, high school, college and university level. 

On such a basis, it is possible to construct a scale of. func

tional hierarcb;y. Thus the term settlement hierarchy denotes 

a ranld.ng of settlements :lntQ successive gro"QPs on the basis 

of the functions performed by them. The idea of hierarchy. 

is that there exists a discrete class of central places and 

associated group of functions organised together in a nesting 

pattem. 

The three basic principles which Christaller selected 

to dist :inguish the hierarchical system in a reg :ion are -

( i) The ntarketing principle 

( ii) The traffic principle 

(iii) The administrative principle 

In. the marketing principle, the nesting of central places 

will occur according to K = 3 rule whereas in the other two 

principles it will be in accordance with k = 4 and K = 7 

rules respectively. 
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"N .3 ~thad of Analys!§ 

In the present study all the central functions like 

education, nedical, transport and communication, credit faci

lities, recreation and others are considered to construct 

the corrposite score for each settlement. Informations on 

centrct,l functions we;-e culled out from the Town and Village 

Directories published by the C~nsus Organisation. The conpo

nent parts of each function have been noted with their exis

tence in the centre and their assessment has been made. 

As stated earlier, a central function is not very b:mo

geneous in nature and. consists of several sub functions. For 

example, edt.J::ational facilities are provided by primary schoou 

high scb:>Qls, colleges and other institutions of higher leam

ing. It is not proper to give equal weightage to these func

tions while constructing a con\POsite score as they are often 

even. qualitatively different. To minimise arbitrariness and 

subjectivity, weights to different sub furx:tions were assigned 

on the basis of the pr:inciple that greater the scarcity, the 

greater is the ~portance in terms of centrality and therefore 

higher the weigbtage2. 

------------------~--------------~ 
2. The formula for aeterm:ining the weightage can be expressed 

mathematically as fo~lows 1 

and cj = 
- total !lumber of units offering the ith function/ 

sub function in the city hinterland 
- Total number of settlements in the city hinterland 
- Weightage to the ith function/sub fmction 

(cont.) 
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If a settlement has two or nore units offering the same 

function or sub function, the weightage was multipl:ied by 

the number of units offering that function in the settlement • 

Suppose a settlement has three banks, this settlement will 

be awarded 26 .97 points i.e for each bank it will get 8 .99 

which is the weightage for banking function. '!'his method 

has been adopted because when mre than one unit gets located 

in a settlement that enhances the centrality of the settlement. 

making its hinterland m:u:e dependent on that cmtral place. 

On the basis of the above considerat:lons, the major func

tions, sub functions and tb!ir weightages are gi~ in Table 

Once the conposite scores were obtained for each settle~ 

ment, the n~ step was to classify the settlenents into 

different le11els of hierarchy. Any quantitative approach 

presents certain technical .difficulties. After a number of 

trials with dHferent approaches, a very sinple method was 

decided upon for categorising the settlenents in terms of 

five levels of hierarchy - metropolis, service centres, 

partially dependent settlements, dependent settlements and 

-------------------------------------------------------------
f6ot note 2 cont. : 

K - Total number of functions/sub functions 
C - Conposite score of centrality for jth settlement 
xlj - Number of units offering the ith function/sub fun::tion 

· in :the jth settlement 

Ref. : Dr. L.s. Bhat, ~ro Level planning : ~se stugy 
of Kamal Area,..Jlaqana Dldia 
( I<.B. Publications, New Delhi, 1976), 
PP• 60. 
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TABLE - 1V.1 

IfSightages for Cent!J!.LF unction!! 

Function and sub ftmct:ion Number of units offering !{eightag~ 
the functions 

Education -
Primary sc~~ 

Midqle sclDol 

High school:. 

College 

Medical 

1014 

449 

271 

30 

Dispensary/maternity and child~. 
welfare centre/Health centre/ 239 
nedical practi:tioner 

Hospital/Nursing Home 

Transport ·& Corcq:nunicat 1Qn 

Post office 

Teleg~aph office 

Te lep'tx>ne 

Bus stand/Bus stop 

_Railway station 

Recreation - -
Cinema halls 

Credit Facilities 

Co-operative societies 

Banks 

Other§. 

Library/Reading Room 

112 

326 

127 

75 

61 

27 

81 

442 

83 

211 

0.74 

1.66 

2.75 

24.87 

3.12 

6.66 

2.29 

5.87 

g.gs 

12•23 

27.63 

9.21 

1.69 

8.99 

3.54 

----------------------------------------------·--------------
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totally dependent settlements. The classification was based 

on the gaps in comPOsite score. 

JY .4 ~sults of Anglysis 

The table lV .2 shows the total number of settlements 

grouped into different hierarchical classes according to their 

centrality score. The hierarchical levels shown in the table 

are not sharply d~fined steps in a ladder from level I to 

level V. The distinction between settlenents in the lower 

level and the higher level is better described as a gradient 

or a slope. There is _not probably much d.:l£ference between 

the lower settlenents in level n (acoord.lng to the composite 

index _ranking) and the higher settlements in level III. How

ever it should be stressed here that the ranking of these 

settlements is less significant than the characteristics of 

the settlenents in each level as a grou.p. 

H:>wever, two significant things emerged from the analysis 

pf the conposite scores. ( 1) First it has been observed that 

functions tend to cluste~ around certain levels of functional 

hierarchy. That is a settlenent hav:ing a high school is .mre 

likely to have a post off ice and a co-operative society as 

well than a settlement which does. not have a high school. Thus 

service institutions tend to hang together in a manner what 

Dickinson calls as •trait conplex• 3 (2) Another significant 

3. Robert E. Dickinson, The city Region in lfestern Eurol?§ 
(Routledge and Began Paul Ltd., London) 
PP• 47 - 59. 
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TABLE - JY.2 

2!stribution of ~ttlemants bv Hierarchical Clau 

------------·---·---------------------------------------------
HierarchiQS! Cateqo~ Centrality 

score point 
No.of cen
tral funct
iQDs per!.s?J;-

Total 
no. of 
settle
ments** 

level Centre 

~ 

I Metropo:lis . ..,. 500 . All the 15 1 
functions 

II Serv~ce Cent~es 50-500 9 to 15 20 

III Partially dependent 10-50 5 to 8 84 
settlemmts 

~endent settlements 1-10 2 to 4 283 

v Totally dependent <:_1 Nil or 1 358 
settlements 

------- . ~--,-------------------------------------

•• Out of 807 settlements in the city-hinterland 
5 settlements are uninhabited, fifty are merged 
with neighb:::>Uring settlerrents ~d for six settle
ments data on central functions are not available. 
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feature which can be seen from Table D1.2 also is that with 

an increase in the level of hierarchy (or COll'fPOS ite score) 

the settlements soow a decline in number. 

Madras Metropglis 

Madras is the functional node of the region an.d occupies 

the apex position in the hierarchy. It 1x> lds a primate status 

• over the hinterland centres and bas dWarfed the lol'rer order 

settlenents leaving a hiatus between J:st order and the next 

order settlements. It bas a centrality score of 5034 while 

the next mst i,rnportant centre in the hinterland, Tanibaram 

has scored just 357 po:ints. Madras has full extensions in 

all functions and hundrefold duplication of the same function. 

There are 330 pr~ary schools, 261 middle schools, 178 high 

scoools and 23 colleges in the city. It has 84 dispensaries 

and 73 oospitals. 122 post off ices and 65 telegraph offices 

~re located within the city. Besides these, there are 39 

banks# 240 co-operative societies and 62 cmema theatres. 

Service Centres 

Twenty settlenents have qualified for bemg called 

service centres. These settlements provide functions which 

the lower order settlements do not have such as bus stand, 

raill'I~Y station,- telegraph facilities, banks, cinema halls. 

In this class, 13 settlements have lx>spitals and 4 settlements 

have colleges as well. Since these settlements are fewer in 

number, they command a relatively larger tributary area because: 
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of their wide ranging functions. The names of the service 

centres are Villivakkam1 Thiruvottiyurl Ambaltur1 st. Thomas 

z.bmt, Alandur 1 I<Bthirakkam ( U) 1 Meenarnbal¢am1 Avadi1 Pallava-

puram, Poovirundavalli, Tambaram, Madavaram, Pormeri, Thiruni

navoor, Sri Perumbudur 1 Thiruval~ur, Minjur, Kathivakkam (R) 1 

Palayagunmidipoondi, and Singaperwn:ll:koil. Exc~pt the last 

mentioned four settlements, all others are towns. :rt must 

however be noted that there are sixty two towns in the hinter

land and forty six of them could not make the grade to service 

centres. The towns which are dis qualified for being considered 

as service centres are nostly class VI towns. They lack high 

school, hospital, banking, entertainment facilities etc. and 

are usually near Madras city or some other larger towns which 

have usurped manY of their central functions. With the excep

t :ion of Arni and Pulicat which are small agricultural town~, 

the disqualified towns are contiguous to Madras city or some 

other big towns. Because of the shadow effect of the city and 

other towns, these towns could not acquire sufficient nwnber 

of central functions commensurate to their size and urban 

status. Besides this 1 these tows do not t;mjoy a tributary 

area of their own because of their being spatially cc,:>ntiguous 

to Madras city or some other dominant town. On the other hand, 

rural settlements like Kathivakkam (R), Minjur, Palaya Gwnmidi-
at-vay 

poondi and Singa Perum:Ll ~il are lOcated 10 miles to 30 miles/ 

from Madras city _and are not spatially contiguous to any· town. 

This has helped them to develop a tributary a rea of their own 
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by acquiring nany central functions which normally do not 

belong to rural ·areas and to ascend the pyramid of settle

ment hierarchy. 

~~ially Dependent Settlements 

Thi's category includes eighty four settlenents. These 

settlenents have either a dispensary or maternity and child 

welfare centre, a telegraph office, reading room etc. in 

addition to sone or all of the facilities of the lower order 

settlements. ·57 settlements of- this class have either a 

dispensary or maternity and child welfare centre or health 

centre or a mec;Iical practitioner. Telegraph offices are 

found in 50 settlenents and reading rooms in 62 settlenents. 

Dependent Settlements 

Next to totally dependent settlenents, this category 

has the largest number of settlements i.e. 283 in number. 

By and large these settlements have besides a pr~ary school, 

a middle school or high school, a _post off iCC?! and co-operative 

society. To be nore precise, of the 283 settlenents in 

this category, 101 have middle schools, 34 have high schools, 

122 have post offices and 195 have co-operative societies. 

Totally De~ndent Settle~ 

Of the total 746 settlenents taken for the study, 358 

settlements have come under this category. Primary education 

is the nost ubiquitous of all central functions, their 
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weightage in the centrality score being just 0.74. If the 

1014 pr~~ary schools in the region wl1en evenly distributed 

anong all the 746 settle~nts, every settlement must have 

atleast one primary sch>ol. Unfortunately that is not the 

case. There is greater concentration of primary _ scmols in 

the towns and the primate city Madras. A consequence of this 

is that 151 settlements in this category have to go without 

even a primary sclDol. The remaining 207 settlements have 

oowever one primary school each. The settlements in this 

category ar~ totally dependent on some other settlements for 

~Y of the basic amenities of life. The maximum number of 

settlements occur in this category and they occqpy the lowest 

rung in the hierarchy of settlements. 

IV.S QQmearison~h ·theoretjgal hierarchy of ·settlements 
' ' ' 

The hierarchical structure of settle~ts situated in the 

city-hinterland has been examil).ed in detail and the results 

presented in Table "N .3 for corqparison with Christaller 's 

central place model. 

There is a pro~iferation of service centres numbering 

twenty which is much greater than the nDdel calls for. There 

are 4.4 partially dependent settlements for every service 

centre_and it has some resemblance to Christaller•s K = 4 

traffic principle •. Similarly there are 3.4 dependent settle-
' 

ments for every partially dependent settlerrent and this 
. 

closely apProximates to Christaller•s K = 3 marketing princi-

ple. Totally dependent settlenents occupying the last rung 



TABLE - lV .3 

Co~arison of Number of Settlements in I~dras city 
hinterland with other representative hierarchies 

------------------------------------------·-------
Hierarchical 
Class """'f
Settlement 

Metropolis 

Service centre 

Partially Depen-
dent seti:lements 

Dependent 
settlements 

Totally dependent 
settlerrents 

Actual 
no. of 
~tl~
ments 

1 

20 

Actual K 
value 

20.0 

l J 
4.4 

lj 84 ... 

l l 
3.4 

283 

1.3 
358 J 

Elq)ected Number of 
settlements b¥ 01rista
ller • s noGlel 

I< :3 K=4 !<=7 

1 1 1 

2 3 6 

6 12 42 

18 48 294 

54 192 2058 
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in the hierarchy do not confirm to any of the central £tinction 

principle. 

A close look at map - fig. 1 shows that even the semblance 

to Christaller,•s principle noticed in the case of middle 

hierarchical classes is more apparent than real. The settle. 

nents of different hierarchical classes are not organised in 

a nesting pattern over space. There is greater concentration 

of higher order settlenents near the core city and dispropor

tionately large number of lower order settl~nts in the 

peripheral area. The following Table N .4 will make the 

posit ion clear. 

~LE - N.t4 

Distribution of Settlements by hierarchical 
~ss -and by zone 

Hierarchical 
class of 
settlements 

zone ofrnetro
politan domi-

. nance 

zone of metro
politan sub · 
dominance 

Rural 
Hinterland 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

No~· of roage 
settle- distri-
rrents bution 

--
Service Centres 12 22 

-

Partially 
dependent 16 29 
sett lenents 

Dependent 10 18 
settlenents 

Totally depen- 17 31 
dent settlements 

--
Total 55 100 

No_. of ~e 
settle- dis
nents tri-

bution 

7 2 

52 19 

98 35 

123 44 

280 100 
--. 

No. of 
settle
ments 

%age 
dis
tri
butioi 

1 0.2 

16 4 

175 43 

218 53 

--
410 100 
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The table IV.4 demonstrates the uneven distribution 

of different orders of settlenents am:mg the three zones. 

The zone of netropolitan dominance which immediat~ly surrounds 

the core city is heavy at the top with greater share of 

higher order settlenents and fewer l.ol-ter order settlenents • 

On the other hand rural hinterland is heavy at the bottom 

with fewer higher order settlenents and a large nwnber of 

lower order settlements. The zone of metropolitan sub domi

nance has a pattem that lies some-where between these two 

extremes. 

The departure from the norm may be attributed to several 

reasons. Qur analysis is based on the data of Census organi

sation which takes c()gnisance of institutionalized central 

functions only. It is quite possible that the needs of the 
' . . 

villagers in the rural hinterland are still served by tradi~ 

tiona! form:;; of medicine, .finances, . personal service, educat-

ion, the availability of which reduces their dependence not 

only on the city. but also on the other service centres. 

Mbreover, it must be noted that Christaller•s central 
., . ~ . 

place model is found to work best in semi industrialised 

agrarian regions. But Madras city and its irmnediate environs 

are highly industrialised. It appears that the distinct 

socio-cultural and economic characteristics of the Madras 

metropolitan area definitely tell upon the norm and cause 

. deviation. 
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N .6 Functional specialisation of service cent~ and c,ity 

The city and the settlenents designated as service 

centres perform central functions to the smaller settlene1ts 

in the hinterland. Besides, these vital services are not 

performed in the same proportion by all the service centres 
. 

or the city. Many of the service centres render service not 

only for the rural population around them but also for each 

other cmd tend to specialise in certain functions. This 

means that their orbit of exchange of services is expanding 

far beyond the,adjacent territory leading to greater terri

torial :interdependence. Thus in a study of city-hinterland 

relationship, a concem for the individual service centre 

is not only lfSrranted but also necessary to expla~ why a 

particular service centre possesses certain unique functional 

characteristics and not others. The nost practical nethod 

of classifying the service centres on the basis of their 

specialised function is by analysing the occupational structure! 

of each service centre. 

N.7 Method of~alysi!, 

Nelson •s4 method of standard deviation which is quite 

sinple and widely understood has been used in this study. 

The classification of service centres is based on 1971 census 

4. Howard, J. Nelson, 'A Service Classification of American 
Cities •, Economic GeograPhy, Vol. 31 
1955, pp. 189 - 210. 
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data on population. 5 First the percentage of workers engaged 

in each industrial category was worked out for all the 20 

service centres and also for Madras city. These percentage 

values formed the basic data for analysis and classification. 

The i.nu;:x>·rtance of a funct:ion in a service centre was then 

evaluated relative to the status of that function in all the 

service centres in the hinterland. For this purpose, the 

nean of these percentage values and their standard deviation 

were conputed for each of the industrial category. 

The standard deviation from the ~an was used as the 

criterion for recognizing the nost important function of the 

service centre. If the positiVe deviation from the mean 

percentage value is ItDre than 1 S .n., only for one 1nd11Stry, 

that serv~ce centre has one predominant function. This was 

referred to .as nonofunctional service centre. Some service 

centres had po~itive deviations of m:>re than 1 s.n. from the 

mean in two industries. These were _class~ied as _bifunctional 

service centres. Those service centres which hg.d positive 

deviation of IrDre than 1 s.n. in three functions were classi

fied as trifunctional service centres. 

-------·----~------~-----------
5. The Census has classified the -workers into 10 industrial 

categories. They are ( i) cultivators, ( ii) agricul·tural 
labourers, (iii) live stock, forestry, fishing, hunting 
and plantations and allied activities, ( iv) mining· and 
quarrying, (v) houseoold industry, (vi) manufacturing 
other than household industry, (.vii) ·construction, · 
(viii) trade and commerce, ( ix) transport and communicat-
ion and ( x) services. · 

In this study categories· I and· II nave been clubbed 
together as "agricultural11 thereby reducing the total 
number of industrial categories to nine. 
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In some service centres, the positive deviation was 

2 or 3 S.D 1s from the mean. This soowed the greater degree 

of specialisat:Jon in that particular function. Therefore 

the service centres were further classified accord:ing to 

the degree of variation from the mean as follows. 

i. Service centre of low specialisation : Mear; + 
1 S.D. 

ii. Service centre of m:>derate specialisation : Mean-t 
2 S.D. 

iii. Service centre of high specialisat:ion : Mean -t 
3 S.D. 

The results of the classification are given in the 

following three tables. 

TABLE - N.tS 

Distribut:ion o.L..§§rvice Centres by; Functional Type 

' 
-----------------·~------~------------~----------·----------

Functional ~ 

M::>no functional 

Bi functional 

Tri functiOnal 

Total 

NO. of service centres 

13 

7 

1 

21 



TABLE -..J;Y.!.§ 

Distribu~:lon of Service Centres by; their predom;l,nant function and degree 
QL..§Eecialisat:lon·.mno functional service centres 

l?redominan t fY1!£tion Service centre_QE_ Serv,!Qe ·centre o£---serv~ centre Mean valtiel! 
lo:w; seee~aliss~:Len moderate s~ciali- of hj.gh sp~- for the 
1-!ean + 1 S.D. sat:lon Mean* 2 S.D 1 isS,tion .M~!t-t f\ii"CtiOn 

3 s.n.o 

I Agriculture 1 15.34 
Sri Perumbudur 

... 

II Live stock~ fishing 1 3.87 
etc. Madavaram 

III Mining cmd_quarrying 

JY Household industry 1 2 
Pooneri Thiruninnavoor 1.26 

Singa Perumal Koil 

v Manufacturing other 4 26.14 
than houseb:>ld Villivakkam 

Thiruvotiyur 
Ambattur 
Pallavapuram 

VI Construction 1 3.19 
Alandur 

VII Trade & conrnerce 16.10 

I! III Transport & cornnuni- 1 11.59 
cation Meenambakkam 

JX Services .1 1 22.24 
Avadi St. Thomas M:nmt 

Stgnda&:g 
deviation 

16.76 

6.89 

1.01 

14.29 

1.78 

4.98 

5.99 

8.69 
~ ~ ~ ~ ... " .-
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~LE- :N.7 

Distribution of Bi · funC"'cional and Tr i funcYo.JlS! 
Servi~~ntres 

----~--·-------------------------------------------------·-----
!'.,mctional combination N). of service Ncime of service 

£!m~ centres • 

-------------------------------------------------------
Bi functional 

i. Agriculture & House
hold Industries 

ii· Livestock, Fishing and 
Construction 

iii. Livestock, Fishing and 
Services 

iv. lbusel:Dld Industries and 
Trade 

v. Services and Construction 

~functional 

Trade, Transport and 
Construction 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

Minjur, 
Palayagummidipoondi 

Rathivakkarn to'Wll 

Ka.thwakkam village 

Poovirundavalli, 
Thiruvallur 

Tarnbaram 

Madras city 
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IV.8 Results of Analysis 

The study has revealed that 13 service centres are 

IIDno functional, 7 bi fmctional and 1 tri functional. A 

detailed account of the service centres by their functional 

specialisat:ion is given in Appendb~ I· Fig. lV.l soows 

their spatial distribution. A few tentative generalisat:ions 

can be made from their spatial pattern in so far as it 

relates to city's influence on the:fr functional specialisat-

ion. 

The core city's functions are diversified and IIDre 

broad based in non primary sector than any other service 

centres. Its specialisation is in trade and transport. To 

a lesser extent, it is also a centre of manufacturing and 

services. 

In constrast, the centres in the mne of metropolitan 

dominance soow ~ tendency towards specialisation in manufac

turing. Exanples of __ this type are Villivakkam, Tiruvotiyur, 

Alra:>attur and PallaV-apuram. All these towns are industrial 

sub urbs of ~1adr~s city. Besides, nearness and greater acce

ssibility to the _core city, give rise to the emergence of 

residential sub urbs like Tambaram and dairy centres like 
• 

Madavaram. 

A little farther away in the zone of metropolitan sub 

dominance, the centres tend to specialise in houseoold indus

tries • Thirun:innvoor, Singaperumal ~il, ( uni functional 
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categol,"y), Pallaya Gurrmidipoondi, Poovirundavalli, and 

Tiruvellore ( bi functional category) lend weight to this 

conclusion. 

Farthest away, in the rur~l hinterland, the only service 

centre namely Sriperumbudur has a strong agricultural base. 
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CHAPTER - V 

SPATIAL P~TERN IN SETTLEMENT HJERARCm 

v.l Introduction 

The preceding chapter has described how a system of 

service centres and other lol-rer order settlements exist -in 

the metropolitan hinterland and b:>w some of the service 

centres have developed unique ~unctional attributes in a 

metropolitan setting. In the ideal case, the spatial distri

bution of settlements of different orders should display a 

nested hexagonal form, with each settlenent at a certain level 

in the system serving a set numbe~ of settlerrents at the next 

low·er level. .such perfection in sp~tial organisation is 

never achieved partly because the real world is not as sinple 

~s suggested .i.n the assumptions of Christaller •s model. In 

part it is because of the nDdel•s failure to deal with dynamic 

processes including the time lag between population growth 

and development of central functions and locational inertia 

etc. It is also true that the theory is- only partial represen. 

tation of urban functions since it ignores the industrial role 

of urban centres focussing only on tertiary activities. 

Therefore the question arises whether there is any 

identifiable pattern in the spatial distribution of settle-
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ments in a metropolitan hinterland. This question assumes 

. iil'!Portance because a metropolitan hinterland possesses unique 

physical make qp largely result of man's interaction, a dis

tinct metropolitan economy and society and its service centres 

have developed unique functional attributes. This chapter 

therefore searches for uniqueness in the spacing of settlements 

of different orders in the hierarchy and the areal extent of 

tributary areas of settlenents designated as service centres. 

v.2 Inter Settlement Distance ---------- --
The distance separating settlenents sets limits relative 

to the rrode of transportation and corrmunication, on the flow 

of goods and services between them. Besides, the distance 

separating service centres, gives us an idea of the effectiw

ness of services being discharged by centres to continuous 

areas around them. An analysis of the inter settlenent distanc' 

has been done by corqputing spacing index1 in miles for all 

1. The formula ~or ~ac :ing index can be expressed -

D : 1.0746 d-1/2 where D is the theoretical 
distance between settlenent points in a hexagonal 
arrangenent and d is the density of sett lenents per 
unit area ( squ~re mile) • 

The formula can be expressed otherwise as follows 

D : 1.07~6w where D is the theoretical distance 

betweEn settlements, A is the total area of the hinterland 
and N is the number of settlem.en ts iJJ. the hinter land. 

Ref. Ranab P.B~ Singh, Pattern Analysis of Rural Settle-
ment - Distributipn and their types_ in Sarcm Plain : 
A Quant~tatiye Approach, N.G.J.J:., Vol. 20, 1974, 
pp • 109-127. Repr:inted in R.L. Singh ~t a1 ( ed.) 
R.eadings in rural settlement· geograohy - (National 
Geographical Society of India, varanasi) 
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settlements and for settlements in different hierarchical 

class. The spacing index indicates the locational arrangement 

of settlements with reference to one another under conditions 

of an even spatial distribut:ion. This hypothetical mean 

distance between settlements was co~qpared with the mean of 
, 

actual distances of settlements from their nearest neighbOurs • .~~ 

The results are slDwn in.Table v.l. 

~-V•l 

.Actual and Hvp_otmtical M::!an Distance between 
Settlements and their nearest neighbours 

---------------------------------------------------------------
Hierarchical 
class of 
settlements 

Metropolis 

Service Centres 

Partially depen-
dent settlements 

Dependent 
settlements 

TOtally dependent 
settlements 

No. of 
settle
ments 

1 

20 

84 

283 

358 

Actual mean distance 
between the settle
ment and its nearest 

neighbour 

4.62 

2.16 

1.11 

0.77 

Hypothetical 
mean distancE 
under condi
t:ion of an 
even distr i-

bution 

s.a1 
3.94 

1.42 

___________________________________________________ , ______ _ 
2 • For conputing the mean of actual distances, a series 

of straight line measurements were taken between each 
settlenent and its nearest neighbour. The nearest neigh
bour in this context should be one that occ~ies the same 
or higher level in the hierarchy. In addition it was 
often the case that two settlements of the same and higher 
order were located closer to one another than they were 
to any other settlement of the same or higher order. 
In such situation, the same distance was naturally consi
dered twice. 
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The figures in.Table v.l indicate what the mean (average) 

distance between Sfettlements and their nearest. neighbour of 

the sane or higher order would be under a condition of an 

even spatial distribution of settlenents througmut the hinter-

land. Conparisons of the actual and hypothetical mean distance 

figures reveal that the latter exceed the forner in all levels 

of hierarchy. There is also correspondence between spacing 

and the level of the hierarchy of settlenents. The higher 

order settlenents are IIDre widely spaced than the lower order 

settlements. The fact that the service centres are located 

at about 4.6 mile interval leads to the conclusion that the 

basic distance factor was the time and effort required to 

get to any service centre by bicycle or on foot. 
$ 

V .3 Degree of Dispersion.....Qr Clustering of ~tlement§. 

The spacing index does not tell the whole truth about 

distribution pattern of settl.enents. It does not . help' .us in 

distinguishing three kinds of basic distribution of points 

(settlements in an area) namely ( i) uniform ( ii) random and 

(iii) cluster. lie need a single index for any given pattern 

running on a continuous scale i.e. from one extreme where 

all the settlements are clustered to the other extreme where 

all the settlenents are distributed uniformly. King•s3 method 

3. The technique was originally developed by plant ecologists 
Clark & Evans ( 1954) who lrere concerned with the distribut
ion of plant species over the earth. The near neighbour 
analysis indicates the degree to which any observed distr i
bution of points deviates from what might be expected if 
the points were distributed in a random manner within the 

(contd.) 
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of analysis of urban settlenents of the u.s. provides a 

precise quantitative approach. His method of near neighbour 

analysis has been applied for the study of distribution pattern 

of settlements and the results are given in Table v.2. 

Footnote 3 cont. 

sane area. Now a random distribution of points is defined 
as a set of points on a given area for which any point has 
had the same chance of occuring on any sub surface as any 
other point, that any sub area has had the same chance of 
receiving a point as any other sub area of that same size 
ana that the placement of each point has not been influenced 
by that of any other point. Now the ratio of the observed 
mean distance RA to the expected mean distance RE is termed 
the near neighbour statistic Rn. This ratio RA/RE has a 
range in value from 0 when there is co~lete clustering 
through 1 which represents a random distribution ~to 2.15 
l'lhich is expressive of uniform spacing analogous to Chris
taller's hexagonal arrangement. Hence the ratio for various 
categories of settlements can be compared with one another 
and i1:;. thereby provides a meaningful and precise expres-sion 
of the pattern of distribution. The Rn value can be derived 
from the formula : 

Rn = RA where 
RE 

RE - 1 where - 2* 
N - n'lli11l:er of settlements in the area 

A -Area 

The standard error of the expected mean distance is 

\) RE 

If the value of Rn falls between 0 and 1 or between 1 and 
2.15, the distribution pattem can be explained as approach
.ing cluster or approaching uniformity respectively provided 
that- the value of RE is significantly different from RA. 
otherwise the pattern should be considered as random and the 
difference between RA and RE is attributable to the chance 
fact~rs only. 

(cont.) 



~rarchy of 
Settlenen~ 

Metropolis 

Service Centres 

Partially dependent 
sett lem:9n ts 

Dependent settlements 

Totally dependent 
settlements 

TABLE-~ 

4.62 4.17 1.11 

2.16 1.85 1.17 

1.11 0.96 1.16 

0.77 0.66 1.17 

• 

Pattern of -distributiOn 

---------------------------
- . 

0.46671 0.96419 Random 

0.09367 3.30949 M:>re regular than 
ranoom 

0.02537 5.91249 -do -

0.01218 9.03119 do 

----------------·------------·--------------------·-------------------------------------·----------------------
• The significant departure from random at 1% level and 5% level are 

2 .sa and 1.96 respectively 
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The figures in the table v.2 indicates that precise 

spatial pattern of service centres exhibit considerable dis

turbance. Deviation in spacing tends to be less for lo\'rer 

order settlements. The totally dependent settlements, depen

dent settlements and partially dependent settlements exhibit 

a marked tendency of uniformity in spacing. Such uniformity 

at lower level may he attributed to the tmiformity of the 

surface. 

The spatial distribution of service centres indicates 

randomness. The Fig. V .1 sho'tts that the service centres 

are strung at short intervals along the three important rou

tes radiating from the metropolis. The pattern confirms 

our general knowledge that in a highly industrialised area 

like Madras metropolitan region, the central place scheme 

is generally distorted by industrial concentration in sate

llite towns in response to.rnarXet demand and transport net

work aligll!l'ent besides by the emergence of dormitory towns 

around the core city. 

V.4 Tributary Areas of S~ice Centres 

Service centres do not grow ~ of thernse 1 ves. Their 

Footnote 3 cont. 
IJ z = RA - RE is a standard normal 

~-
variate and is used to test the significance of the 
difference between RA and RE. 

Ref. : King, L.J., 'Quantitative Expression of Urban 
Settlement Patterns in the US • , Berry and Marble 
Ed. Spa!:_ill~]:y.§i£, (Prentice Hall, 1969), 
PP• 159-171. 
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tributary areas set them ~ to do tasks that must be performed 

in central places. Every service centre or central place 

performs central functions for a surrounding territory known 

as tributary area. 

Delimitation of the tributary area of service centres 

has been attempted on the basis of the mid-distance between 

the centres of the same order or higher order. Thiessen 4 

Polygons are drawn to mark the areal extent of the tributary 

areas of each service centre and this has been shown in map 

fig. v.l. A superill\POsition of this map, over fig. lV.l has 

yielded the results given in Table v.3. 

The Table v.3 gives the average size of tributary area 

and the average number of lower order settlements in each 

tributary area for the three zones. 

4. Thiessen Polygons were originally used by the u.s. 
Weather Bureau in generalising the rainfall of a 
given water catchment from a network of meterological 
recording stations. The following steps are involved 
in drawing the boundaries of the Polygons. 

a. First Lines are dral<m ]oinmg a given centre to 
each adjacent centre. 

b. Each of these inter centre lines is bisected to give 
the mid point of the l:ine. 

c. From mid point of the line, a boundary lme is drawn 
at right angles to the original inter centre line to 
give a series of polygons. 

The validity of the method lies in t~ro assumptions -
1. The first is that the area l'rithm the intersecting 
boundary lines of tffi polyg>n lies nearer to the enclosed 
centre than to any other centre. This is a sinple geomet
ric property of the Thiessen Polygon. 

(contd.) · 
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TABLE - V.3 

Average size of iribut.&ry Areas and Average 
~Uber of lOwer order settlements 

by zone ----

zone of 
metropolitan 
dominance 

zone of , 
metropolitan 
sub domi-
nance 

Rural 
Hinterland 

; 

Name of service 
Centre 

Average size of 
tributary area 
in sq. m~ 

Villi vakkam1 
Thiruvotiyurl 
Atribattur_, Madavaram1 39.4 
St. Thomas 1 Alandur 1 

Fathivakkam (~) 1. 

Meenamba~m~ 
Avadi Pallavapuram1 
r.Unjur I Tambaram 

Kathivakkam ( u> 1 

Poov irundavalli 1 

Poonneri1 
Thiruninnavoor. • 111.1 
Palayagummidipoondi, 
Singaperumal K:>il1 
Thiruvallur 

Sriperumbudur 139.0 

AYerage ng_. 
of lower order 
sett laments i:c 
the tributary 
~ 

18 

63 

67 
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The service centres are closely packed in the zone of 

metropolitan dominance near the overall nodal po.int. But 

away from the core city, in the zone of metropolitan sub 

dominance and in the rural hinterland, the service centres 

are located farther apart. As a result the average size of 

tributary area in the zone of metropolitan dominance is just 

39~4 sq. miles whereas it is 111.1 sq. miles in the zone of 

metropolitan sub dominance and 139 .o sq. miles in the rural 

hinterland. 

The service centres located on the peripheral area in 
' 

rural millieu have to cater to a large number of lower order 

settlements whereas the service centres in the zane of metro
lotver 

politan dominance have fewerjorder settlements dependent on 

them. The lot-Jer order settlerrents in the peripheral area 

particularly those in rural hinterland are however very small 

in population size and mostly hamlet type of settlement. 

On the other hand, the l.o\trer order settlements in the zone 

of rretropolitan dominance, though fewer in number are large 

in terms of population size and most of them are class V or 

class VI towns. 

The changing size of tributary areas, near the core city 

confirms the operation of agglomeration economics. Such 

----------------------·----------------
Footnote 4 contd. 

2. The second assumption is that a service centre 
dominates all the area that lies geometrically nearest 
to it. 

Ref. : Peter Hagget, !:e.9,Stional Analysis in Human Ge,Qgraphy 
{Edward Arnold, 1965), PP• 247. 
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5 
distort ion in hexagonal pattern is termed by Peter Hagget 

as 'Distortion by Agglomeration•. Near the core city, the 

population density is high and within a small tributary area, 

there is· sufficient population thresrold to support the 

central functions, and therefore service centres emerge in 

close proximity to one another. Therefore the tributary area 

shrinks in size, the nearer their location to the core city. 

Another interesting feature of the tributary areas of 

the service centres relates to their shape. The service 

centres which are not on any major transport routes have 

tributary areas resembling hexagons. On the other hand 

service centres on the transport routes do not approximate 

to ideal circular or hexagonal shape but are elongated at 

right angles to the main transport lines. 

To sum qp, in a metropolitan setting the hexagonal form 

appears t9 lose its significance as a spatial form. The 

nearness to the core city and the orientation cf transport 
( 

routes assume greater importance in controlling the size, 

shape and also the number of lower order settlel'l'ents coming 

:into the orbit of each service centre. 

s. Peter Hagget, Locati.onal Analysis in Human Geoqraphv 
('Vld't'lard Arnold, 1965), PP• 92. 

,_ 



CHAPTER :..ll 

SUMMARY AND CON:LUSIONS 

The purpose of this chapter is to recapitulate the 

specific findings and general conclusions arrived at by the 

study of Madras city•s inter-relationships with hinterland. 

Madras :i,s a primate city in the surronnding area. The 

analysis of the denographic and socio-economic indicators 

reveals that its hinterland extends about thirty miles and 

:beyond this territory its urban influence fades out. 

An analysis of the population data of the hinterland 

shows nore or less typical concentric zones surrotmding the 

core city, successive zones revealing less urban acculturation 

as one goes outward from the city. But this change is not 

uniform or consistent in all directions. First the presence 

of cheap public transport system - sub urban railways - greatly 

affects thds relationship. The settlements situated on the 

corridors have more pronounced urban characteristics than 

those · . interstitial settlemants situated at the same distance 

from the city. Besides, in the study area, all economic and 

social activities do not focus on one single city, but on 

several sub centres scattered over the area. Therefore, the 
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urban indices fluctuate slightly from zone to zone depending 

whether or not that zone has any major satellite towns. 

Despite these fluctuations, there is a discernible trend 

in the urban indicators chosen for analysis. First of these 

indicators relates to· deJrographic characteristics. The locat

ion of a city is b:>th cause and effect of pattern. of popula

tion distribution. This is reflected in the decline of 

population density \'lith distance from the central city. 

Another deJrographic indicator examined is tre sex ratio. 

Because of the male selective migration to the city and its 

imnediate environs, the city population and the populations 

of its neighbouring settlements are expected to be more mas-

culine than the hinterland population. The study has conf ir

' rned the hypothesis that the sex ratio gets more balapced with 

distance from the city. 

Indicators of socio-·. cultural relationship were examined 

next., Because of its greater advance in social organisation 

and the teclmiques of social services, the city exerts infl

uence on the hinterland population and this influence tends 

to decline \'lh~ the distance friction increases. In our study, 

.the general literacy level of the population declines with 
' 

distance from the city. Moreover, the differentials between 

male and female literacy also tend to rise with distance. 

Thirdly, the :indicators of economic interdependence between 

city and h:interland were studied. With increasing distance 
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frc:m city, the labour force participation of the population 

increases. Along ~nth the trend is noted that the relative 

importance of primary sector increases while that of the non

primary sectors falls off in the econOIT\Y• The data have not, 

however, supPorted the hypothesis that the sex-ratio among 

workers will also change 't'lTith distance. 

The last of the indicators of urban influence is social 

amenities. The study has sho't'lil that the level of development 

of social amenities declines with distance from the city. 

On the basis of the degree of irrpact of the metropolis 

as revealed by the above indicators, the city and its hinterlanc 

were delineated into four broader zones - the core city, the 

zone of metropolitan dominance, the zone of metropolitan sub

dominance and the rural hinterland. The core city distinguishes 

itself from the other zones by its greater urban characteristics 

Next to the core city, the zone of rnetropo li tan aominance 

shmrs the maximum influence of the city. The zone of metropoli

tan sUb-dominance reflects the influence of the city rather in 

a subdued manner. The rural hinterland retains all its rural 

characteristics. 

The stuqy has brought out that there exists a hierarchy 

of central places in the city-hinterland, though their spatial 

arrangerrent is greatly disturbed in a metropolitan setting. 

Th¥ range from the smallest to;tally dependent settlerrents to 

the largest metropolis including a hierarchy of functional 
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characteristics associated with each hierarchical class. 

There is thus definite clustering of central functions around 

each hierarchical class as 'trait complex'. It is also 

observed that as the rank of a hierarchical class rises, 

the number of settlements belonging to that class decreases. 

Thus the study has led to partial verification of Christaller' 

central place theory. When subject to furtier scrutiny, the 

schematic central place models of Christaller is not satis

factory and too simple to portray the cOb \-reb of relations 

existing between the city and hinterland settlements. The 

different hierarchical classes of settlements are not arranged 

in a nesting pattern as envisaged in the models nor their 

distribution over space is even. The zone of metropolitan 

dominance has a greater share,of higher order settlements 

whereas the zone of metropolitan sub dominance and rural 

hinterland have to contend with fe\-rer higher order settlements 

and disproportionately a large number of dependent settlements 

The distinct socio-economic characteristics of the metropolis 

appear to distort the spatial arrangement and cause deviation 

from the norm. 

On the basis of centrality score twenty settlements in 

the hinterland '\'lere identified as service centres. The sha

dowing effect of the city was observed when more than forty 

tovms situated close to the city could not achieve the status 

of service centres. The towns without suff ic .ient centra 1 

functions are rrostly class VI and spatially contiguous either 
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to M:ldras city or another major town. Obviously the city 

• ana the major towns have usurped many of the central functions 

of the smaller to'\·ms which are their neighbours. However, 

paradoxically the zone of metropolitan dominance, which bears 

the brunt of the city•s shadow effect, has many more higher 

order settlements than the other far away zones namely, zone 

of metropolitan sub dominance and rural hinterland. The city 

appears to exert t~ro counteracting influences on the zone of 

metropolitan dominance. W'hile it encourages the emergence of 

towns, it snnthers the devel.Qprrent of central functions in 

them. 

Nearer the location of a service centre to the city, it 

is IIDre likely to be a rnanufactur.ing centre also. These manu-

facturing centres are really the industrial suburbs of the corE 

c).ty. Unlike these centres, tre central city of Madras has a 

more diversified functional base, with greater accent on trade 

and transport. The service centres away from the city but 

ly:ing in the zone of metropolitan sub dominance tend to specia

lise in househ:>ld industries. The only service centre located 

in the rural hinterland has agriculture as the predominant 

function. 

Arrong the other spatial relationships examined are spacing 

of settlements, dispersion or clustering of settlements, size 

and shape of the tributary areas of central places designated 

as service centres. The inter se"l::tlernent distance is small in 
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the case of lo~rer order settlements and greater in the case 

of higher oraer settlerrents. But their distribution indicates 

that lo\rer order settlerrents tend to locate at uniform dis

tance, "tV'hereas the higher order settlerrents particularly 

service centres tend to cluster around the city or along the 

inportant transport lines, thus leading to random distribution. 

In the zone of metropolitan dominance, the service centre.f: 

are closely packed at short intervals along the three impor

tant transport lines and as a result their tributary area is 

small in extent. These service centres serve only a small 

number of large size dependent settlerrents. On the other 

hand in the zone of metropolitan sub dominance and rural 

hinterland, the service centres are located farther apart 

and therefore they are able to command a larger tributary 

area. Besides; they perform central functions to a large 

number of small si.z~ dependent set·tlenents. Near the core 

city, the populat:ion is very dense and this agglomeration 

appears to cause variations in.the size of tributary areas 

at different zones. In the inner zone, a relatively small 

tributary area, contains sufficient population threshold to 

support many central functions, while this is not the case 

in the outer zones. 

The service centres which are on major transport routes 

have tributary areas which are elongated at right angles to 

the transport lines. In contrast, the tributary areas of the 
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service centres in the interstitial sectors have some resem-

blance to hexagons~ 

The study has thus brought out that physical proximity 

and accessibility provided by transport lines are two impor

tant factors which· determine the degree of dependence bett~n 

city and its hinterland. They also, to a large extent, 

control the fw1ctional interdePendence between settlements 
~- - . 
' . 

and give rise to distinct patterns in the arrangement of 

settlements ,?ver space. 

By studying a sufficiently large number of individual 

city:-h:interlands, as has been done for Madras, we can form 

inductively sene generic principles underlying spatial rela

tionship. The pattern and magnitude of city hinterland 

relationship may vary with the size and character of cities 

under study. This will, in turn, lead us to' the recognition 

that the individual city-hinterland may be viewed both as a 

mique phenomena and as variant of a general theme. 

One important result of the present study is the reveala

tion that generality of the principle of city-hinterland 

relationship extends over many kinds of data - demographic, 

social, economic and infrastructural. 

The urban influence of Madras city extends about thirty 

miles only as is evident from thett-ends in urban indices. 

Thus the areal eXtent of the influence of Nadras city is reall: 

small. This is in contrast tdth the metropolises of the 
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western wor·ld whose urban influence is felt i-Jell over 300 ~ 

miles from the c'entral city.1 This reflects that the organiz-

ing and integrative influence of the metropolis over its 

hinterland is much stronger in the western world. 

Marked variations in the slopes of the gradients are 

also noticed. For instance, the overall gradient of popu-... 

lation density is steeper in Madras because of the greater 

friction of the ·~Pace in human interac·tion which is little 
-i 

different from th:)se in the western cotmtries. In western 
·~,;, 

cities, the transport system is more flexible because of the 
"" { -~-

advent of automol;;ile age and increasingly large number of 
·I 

people take ~ r~~ idence in the sub-urban fringe. 2 The 

poorer and less ~bile social groups of Madras cannot afford 
I 

sub-urban life on the western pattern and live at relatively 

higher density iri. the central city. This is reflected in 

the steep gradient. of population density which falls preci-, 
' pituously from 19293 persons per sq. km. in the central city 

1. Bogue's stua¥ of the relati~nships between metropolis 
and hinterland for 67 u.s. metropolitan communities 
revealed that density of population, proportion of 
urban non farm population and other urban indices showed 
the dominance of rretropolis outward to distances rrore 
than 300 miles from the central city. 

I. 
I 

Ref. : Judan·Matras, 'fopulation and Societies' 
Prentice Hall 1973) P• 103-105 

2~ Huth has shm·m that b values for 36 American cities 
ranged between 0.7 and 1.2 which reveal the gentle 
gradient of western cities. 

Ref.: Petter, Hagget & Richard, J. Chorley, 'Socio
economic models in Geography', {Methuen 
1976), PP• 344-345. 
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to 2462 persons in the immediately next sub-urban zone. 

Certainly, this steep gradient may not be confined to f.iadras 

alone but appear. to be a general pattern in many Indian 

cities. 

There is ~ral-urban difference in the sex composition 

of population. : In the west; the urban corrum.mities are pre

dominantly fema~ and rural communities are predominantly 

male. 3 In Madras, it is the other \'lay round. The higher 

seX-ratio noticed in the western cities is attributed to 

better occ~ational and social .advantages which cities make 

available to women. Thus it is the pull of the v-restern cities 

that make the females to mig~ate to cities in large numbers 

than the males. In Madras, it is the push factors operating 

in an indigent hinter land that make the :rren to leave behind 

their wives and children in the villages and to swell the 

ranks of migrants to the city. The generality of city hinter-
' 

land relationship is that people migrate to cities from surrour 

ding rural areas. But male selective cityward migration is 

unique to Indian cities vThile female selective cityward migrat

ion is unique to western cities. 

There are inportant historic reasons "fhy cities are 

located wrere they are and what they do. l\1any of the western 

cities owe their origin and growth to the forces let loose 

· 3. Thorrpson & Lewis, 1 Population ·Problems 1 , { T .!vl.H., 
1976), PP• 78 & 79. 
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by industrial age. Therefore the central city specialises 

in manufacturing industries, while its sub-urbs flourish as 

dormitory towns. 4 

I 
On the other hand, the growth of Madras city in the first 

phase ~ras due to the commercial interest of the British. In 

the hey days of colonial rule, it was a port oriented town, 

which met the requirements of imperialist exploitation, ~ 

serving as a focal point of a suction mechanism for export

inport oriented comnodity flolrs. During the post independence 

period, w·hich narks the second phase:, its grm.-rth was due to 

its being the administrative capital of Tamil Nadu. The main 

function of Hadras city has all along been trade, transport 

and administration. Therefore the central city of Madras has 

a huge tertiary sector 't.<Thich a~counts for 66% of the labour 

force of the city and a '\'reak manufacturing sector accounting 

for just 26% of the labour force. Uhlike the central city, 

its sub-urbs Tiruvotiyur, Ambathur, Villivakkarn, Avadi and 

Pallavapurarn to name a. fe't>T - have a relatively larg:lr proportiol 

of their worhers in secondary sector particularly in non

household manufacturing industries. Thus the ~ecificities 

generated by the historical process have led the central city 

of lviadras to specialise in tertiary activitie,s and sub-urbs 

to specialise in manufacturing activities. 

--------------------------------------
4 • Le~"is, :r.1umford, 'The Ci~in Histor~ • (Pelican Book, 

1966) I PP. 549-597. 
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In brief, the city-hinterland relationship of 

Madras city is tmique in its own way. Like"t-Tise every 

city's relationship with its hinterland is unique in its 

specific details, though each resembles another in its 

general dependence on the surrounding area, \'lhich is 

called its hinterland. 



• 

APPEl\.'TI IX - I 

SERVICE CEi'JTRES AND THE IF. FUNCTIONAL SPECIALISATION 

I Mbnofunctional servi~ centres 

A. Agricultural centres : 

Sri Perumbudur : This is the only nonofunctional service 

centre to have agriculture as the dominant function. This is 

the administrative headquarters of Sri Perumbudur taluk and 

situated in rural hinterland. 

B. Livestock and dairring centre : 

Madavaram : This is the only service centre under this 

category. This town is in the zone of metropolitan dominance. 

The irrportance of the to\'Tn to Ma.dras city is due to its milk 

colony and the central daicy located there. Eleven per cent 

of the total labour force of this town is in livestock and 

dairying sector. A large share of milk and dairy products 

consumed in Madras city, comes from this town. 

Mining and quarrying centres are conspicuous by their 

absence in ~~dras hinterland. 

D. Hou.sel:old industry centre : 

There are two centres under this category - ThiruninnavooJ 
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and Singaperumal Y..oil, both located in the zone of metropoli-

tan sub-dominance. 

Thiruninnavoor : This is a class V to-vm and has 

rroderate specialisation in hoUseh::>ld industries, with 3% 

of the labour force engaged in that sector. 

Singaperumal Koil : This is a rural settlenent. It 

• has moderate specialisation in household industries with 

3% of the labour force so engaged. 

E. N.anufactur:ing centre.§. : 

Villivakkam, Thiruvotiyur, Ambattur and Pallavapuram . 
have emergec1 as manufacturing centres. All of them are 

towns. It is significant to note that all these to'tlms are 

in the zone of metropolitan Cbrninance. 

Villivakkam : This to"Vm is contiguous to Madras city 

and in fact is the industrial suburb of M.ac1ras city. A 

large number of industrial units manufacturing light engi

neering goods are located here. Fifty two per cent of tre 

labour force in this town is in manufacturing sector. 

Thiruvotiyur : As an important industrial centre, it 

has a large number of factories engaged in the production of 

a variety of engineering goods, motor cycles, scooters, 

heavy vehicles, sheet glass etc. Manufacturing workers form 

49% of the labour force. This is also an industrial suburb 

of Madras city. 
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Ambattur : This is also a thriving industrial centre 

and forms part of the sub urban industrial corrplex of Madras 

city. Important industrial units producing bicycles, cycle 

spare parts, rrotor and giant tyres, cycle ty_res etc. are 

located here. It has a large :industrial estate also. .Nanu

facturing workers constitute 53% of the labour force in the 

to,m. 

Pallavapuram : As an inportant industrial centre, this 

town specialises in the production of a variety of leather 

goods, electrical equipnents etc. About 40% of tre v,rorkers 

are in manufacturing sector. 

F. Construction~~ : 

Alandur : The to'Wil is in the zone of metropolitan 

dominance. Juxtaposed as it is to Madras city, this town 

seems to provide ~adras city with construction workers. 

Six per cent of the labour force is in construction activi

ties. Besides, this town has an industrial base of its own, 

with 31% of the labour force ei!\Ployed in the sector. 

G. Trade and conunerce cent~ : 

Nb monofunctional centre has passed the eligibility test 

for qualifying as a trade centre. 

H. Transport centre : 

Heenambakkam : This is the only monofunctional centre 
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in this category. Both are in the zone of rnetropo li tan 

dominance. 

Avadi : It has a large number of educational institutions 

and service sector alone accomts for 31% of the labour force. 

It has a strong industrial base also "t-rith 38% of the labour 

force in that sector. After the setting up of the clothing 

factory and the Tank factory both in public sector, Avadi 

bas emerged as another satellite town of Madras city. 

st. Thomas I~unt : Of all centres, it has the largest 

proportion of workers -in service sector ( 44%) • This may be 

due to the location of a large number of educational institut

ions, hospitals and credit institutions in t.."'lis town. 

A. Agriculture and household industries centres 

~tinjur and ~alayagummidipoondi have come under this 

category. Both are rural settlenents and therefore have a 

large share of workers in agriculture and household industries. 

While Minjur is 13 miles away from the core city in the zone 

of metropolitan dominance, Palayagurnmidipoondi is 25 miles 

away from the core city in the zone of metropolitan sub domi

nance. 

B. Lives5,gck, fishing etc .... and services centre...,l! 

Kathi\'lakkam, a village in the zone of metropolitan 
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dominance, comes under this category. Bemg a coastal 

village, the inhabitants of this settlenent look to fishing 

as an i!TlPortant means of livlioood. Livestock and fishing 

sector accounts for 17% of th:=; labour force and service 

sector 31% of the labour force. 

c. Livestock, fishing etc. and construction centre 

Rathivakkam, a town situated in the zone of metropolitan 

dominance has come under this category. This is a coastal 

town and fishing is the mainstay of life. In this to\m 38% 

of the labour force is in livestock and f ishmg sector soowmg 

a high degree of resource oriented specialisation. Eight 

per cent of the labour force is in construction sector l-Thich 
' 

amounts to moderate specialisation. 

D. liQ.Bseoold industries and trade centres 

The towns ~oovirundavalli and Tiruvallur both in the 

zone of metropolitan sub dominance come under this category. 

Poovirundavalli has 2.5% of the labour force in houaeoold 

industries and 23% in trade sec·t.or. In Tiruvallur town also 

2 .s~' of the labour force is in househ:>ld industries sector. 

Besides Tiruvallur is the administrative headquarters of 

Tiruvallur taluk. 

E. Services and constructlfuL.£m!!:~§. 

Tambaram : Lying :Ln the zone of metropolitan dominance, 

Tambaram is Jmown for its famous educat:ional institutions, 
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T.B. Sanatorium, Air Force Station etc. There is also a 

sub urban electric train service for the benefit of commuters 

to Madras city. As a result Tambararn has become a dormitory 

town for white collar workers serving in the Secretariat 

and head offices of many bus;ness .houses located in Madras 

city. Therefore service sector alone accounts for 39% of 

the \rorking population of this tOlm· Five per cent of tl'e 

"t-rorkers are .in construction work •. 

III Tri functional service centres 

Madras, the metropolis has the unique distinction of 

being a tri functional centre. The workers in primary sector 

agriculture, livestock and dairying and mining and quarrying 

all put together - pale into insignificance before 6.9 lakh 
• 

'\·rorkers enployed in non primary sector. The city has consi

derable number of workers in a.ll the indpstrial categories 

belonging to non primary sector. The city has emerged as a 

specialised centre of trade and comnerce ( 24% of labour force 

transport and corrnnunication ( 19% of labour force.) and cons

truction ( 5% of labour force) • This does not imply the 

absence of service sector as it accounts for 23% of the 

labour force. Thus Madras city has a large tertiary sector 

accounting for 66% of the total labour force. In conparison 

't-Tith this, the manufacturing sector of the city is weak as 

it accounts for just 26% of the labour force. 
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4. Census of India, 1961, Vol. JX, Madras Part I(A)(i) 
General Report 

5. Census of India, 1971, Series 19, Tamil Nadu, Part X A, 
District Census Hand Book, 
Village & Tm·m Directory, 
Chingleput District 

6. Census of India, 1971, Series 19, Tamil Nadu, Part X B 
District Census Hand Book, 
Village & Town wise Pr~~ary 
Census Abstract, Chingleput 
District, Vol. I & Vol. II 
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